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1. This dispute arises from discrimination by the University of Iowa and the Defendant
Officers (collectively, “the University”) against a small Christian student group on campus because
the group requires its student leaders to embrace and follow its religious beliefs.
2. The group, Business Leaders in Christ, or “BLinC,” was founded three years ago at the
University’s Tippie College of Business.

3. Its “primary mission is to create a community of followers of Christ . . . to share and gain
wisdom on how to practice business that is both Biblical and founded on God’s truth.” See Business
Leaders in Christ, https://orgsync.com/93906/chapter.
4. BLinC encourages its members to follow the Apostle Paul’s admonition to view all their
activities—including their careers—as part of their Christian discipleship.
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5. BLinC pursues its mission “by reading scripture together through devotions, hosting
Christian businessmen and women from the community, serving [the] community together, and
spending time with one another.” See id.
6. To guide its work, BLinC has adopted a Statement of Faith describing what it means to be
a disciple of Christ. See Exhibit A (current BLinC Constitution with Statement of Faith attached
as Exhibit A1).
7. The Statement of Faith embraces traditional Christian doctrines, including those
concerning the supremacy of the Bible, the Unity of the Trinity, and the availability of salvation
through Jesus Christ.
8. It sets forth religious teachings on how members should conduct their careers without the
greed, racism, sexual immorality, and selfishness that all too often arise in business, political, and
cultural institutions.
9. The Statement of Faith also calls on members to use their financial resources and personal
talents to serve the community by providing for the orphaned, the needy, the abused, the aged, the
helpless, and the sick.
10. To preserve and fully express its religious mission, BLinC requires all of its leaders (but
not members) to affirm that they will embrace and follow the Statement of Faith.
11. In 2016, a student member of BLinC claimed that he was denied a leadership position
because he is “openly gay.” Exhibit B (Student Complaint).
12. The charge was false. BLinC declined the student’s request because he expressly stated
that he rejected BLinC’s religious beliefs and would not follow them.
13. Yet the University went on to de-register BLinC as a student organization.
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14. Without registered status, BLinC cannot participate in on-campus recruitment fairs, access
University facilities, or receive the funding and other benefits that are available to all other student
groups.
15. In rendering its decision, the University singled out BLinC’s Christian beliefs about sexual
morality, finding that these beliefs, on their face, were discriminatory and impermissible.
16. The University concluded that if BLinC wants to be re-registered, it will have to amend
its Statement of Faith and submit an “acceptable plan” for selecting its leaders.
17. The University is targeting BLinC because it dislikes BLinC’s religious beliefs.
18. The University’s attempt to tell BLinC how to define its faith and select its leaders
constitutes religious animus and discrimination and violates clearly established federal and state
law.
19. The U.S. Supreme Court has recently and unanimously affirmed over a century of
precedent protecting the right of religious groups to manage their own internal religious affairs,
including determining their own religious beliefs and selecting their own religious leaders.
20. Moreover, the Court has insisted that only the most compelling reasons could justify
censoring a private group’s expression, or punishing a private association for exercising its right
to assemble with those who share its mission and beliefs. The University offers no such compelling
reason here.
21. The University knows that what it is doing to BLinC is unfair, illegal, and
unconstitutional. It allows other student groups to define their own mission and limit both
leadership and membership to those who embrace that mission. And in the past, the University has
conceded that it must allow other religious student to select their own leaders. But BLinC is being
targeted because the University has animosity towards its religious beliefs.
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22. The University’s decision thus is not only illegal and unconstitutional, but contrary to the
University’s own policies and practices.
23. For all these reasons, the University’s discrimination against BLinC must be enjoined.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
24. This action arises under the Constitution and laws of the United States. The Court has
subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343.
25. The Court has authority to issue the declaratory and injunctive relief sought under 28
U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202.
26. Venue lies in this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(1) and (2).
IDENTIFICATION OF PARTIES
27. Plaintiff BLinC was founded in 2014 and is a student group at the Tippie College of
Business at the University of Iowa.
28. Defendant The University of Iowa is a public university. Defendant Lyn Redington is the
Dean of Students at the University of Iowa and is sued in her official and individual capacities.
29. Defendant Thomas R, Baker is the Associate Dean of Students at the University of Iowa
and is sued in his official and individual capacities.
30. Defendant William R. Nelson is the Executive Director of the Iowa Memorial Union at
the University of Iowa and is sued in his official and individual capacities.
31. All Defendants are persons acting under color of state law within the meaning of 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
BLinC’s Mission and Activities
32. BLinC was founded in the Spring of 2014 by a small group of students at the Tippie
College of Business at the University of Iowa.
4
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33. BLinC was recognized by the University as an on-campus student organization in Fall of
2014.
34. The founding students sought to create opportunity to fellowship, strengthen each other’s
faith, develop character, and learn how to live their faith in the business world.
35. They believe that part of their calling as Christians is to conduct all aspects of their lives—
including their careers—as disciples of Jesus Christ.
36. This belief includes recognizing the Bible as BLinC’s ultimate authority on how
Christians should live their lives, and that Christians should confess and repent of any conduct that
fails to live up to the Bible’s standards.
37. In accordance with that belief, the founding students adopted Colossians 3:23 from the
New Testament to help define their purpose: “Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as
working for the Lord, not for human masters.” The Holy Bible: New International Version,
Colossians 3:23.
38. Since its founding, BLinC has held itself out as a religious organization. Article I of its
founding constitution stated that BLinC’s “purpose” was to gather “seekers of Christ” and “help
students learn about how to continually keep Christ first in the fast-paced business world.” See
Exhibit C (original constitution).
39. BLinC seeks to accomplish this religious mission by “[u]sing the Bible as a guide,”
engaging in religious “fellowship and small group discussion,” and inviting business leaders “who
walk with Christ on a day-to-day basis” to speak to and mentor students. Id.
40. Likewise, BLinC’s public campus webpage states that its “primary mission is to create a
community of followers of Christ within the Tippie College of [B]usiness in order to share and
gain wisdom on how to practice business that is both Biblical and founded on God’s truth.” See
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Business Leaders in Christ, https://orgsync.com/93906/chapter; see also Tippie College of
Business, Business Leaders in Christ, https://tippie.uiowa.edu/student-organizations/businessleaders-christ (BLinC is “on a mission to create a community of followers of Christ within Tippie,”
which it accomplishes in part by “reading scripture together”).
41. BLinC’s social media is also clear about its religious identity. Its Facebook page—which
features

Colossians

3:23

superimposed

on

a

New

York

City

skyline—is

facebook.com/TippieBelievers, and past leaders have used #TippieBelievers as BLinC’s Twitter
handle.
42. During BLinC’s weekly meetings, its leaders—typically the president or vice president—
lead the members in prayer, Bible study, and spiritual reflection.
43. The leaders are also responsible for selecting Iowa business leaders to speak to students
about how they integrate their faith and careers. Speakers have come from institutions like Thrivent
Financial, Rockwell Collins, and from the University itself.
44. Leaders also organize regular service projects on and around campus, such as providing
childcare at a local Saturday-school program and partnering with a local non-profit’s after-school
mentoring program for at-risk youth.
45. The leaders have also organized events within the business school, such as Tippie Gives
Thanks, an event at which BLinC offered students and faculty a place to write down and reflect on
things they are thankful for.
46. Because BLinC’s leaders are responsible to carry out BlinC’s religious mission and to
provide religious ministry to BLinC’s members, BLinC takes great care in selecting the leaders in
each successive year.
47. Members may nominate themselves or others for leadership positions.
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48. The leadership then meets with the nominated individuals to discuss their commitment to
BLinC’s mission.
49. Members have a final vote on the slate of candidates approved by the current leadership.
50. This is a matter of basic institutional integrity. To remain in existence and to carry out its
mission—to be “Business Leaders in Christ”—BLinC must have leaders who themselves embrace
and follow BLinC’s mission. BLinC’s Bible studies, prayers, worship, and religious service would
be hollow, inauthentic, and ultimately short-lived if it did not require its leaders to share its basic
organizational mission and guiding purpose.
51. It is also a matter of personal integrity, both for potential leaders and members. BLinC
cannot and will not ask leaders who do not share its beliefs to lead members in prayer or to convey
those beliefs. Nor can BLinC ask its members to participate in insincere worship.
The Complaint against BLinC
52. In March 2016, a BLinC member approached Hannah Thompson, BLinC’s president at
the time, to inquire about serving as BLinC’s vice president.
53. Ms. Thompson met with the student in April 2016 to determine if he could provide
spiritual leadership to BLinC. She brought her Bible to the meeting and asked him questions about
his faith and his relationship with Jesus Christ.
54. On his own initiative, the member disclosed to Ms. Thompson that he thought he was gay
and was struggling with how that related to his Christian faith. Ms. Thompson opened her Bible
and they studied what the Bible teaches about sexual conduct. They prayed together.
55. Ms. Thompson explained that the member was welcome to participate in BLinC and that
she would need to discuss his leadership candidacy with other members of the executive team.
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56. Through prayer and discussion of the Bible’s teachings, the executive board agreed that
the most important qualities for BLinC’s leaders were to accept Jesus Christ as their Savior and to
believe in the Bible as the ultimate authority on how to live their lives.
57. The board members further agreed that where leaders engaged in conduct that the Bible
identified as sinful, they had a Christian duty to admit that the conduct was sinful (known as
“confession”) and choose to turn from the conduct and strive to live in a manner that was worthy
of Christ’s sacrifice (known as “repentance”).
58. The executive board was concerned that the member did not share BLinC’s view of the
Bible’s guiding authority and its teaching on sexual conduct, and did not seem willing to confess
and repent of what the Bible taught is sinful conduct. The board thus came to the consensus that
the student appeared to be in fundamental disagreement with BLinC’s faith, and thus could not
lead BLinC in a manner that would reliably interpret and apply the Bible’s teachings.
59. When she next met with the student, Ms. Thompson asked the member if he planned to
follow BLinC’s Christian beliefs on sexual moral conduct. The member said he did not and that
he intended to pursue same-sex relationships.
60. Ms. Thompson expressed to the member that she wanted to continue to walk closely with
him as a friend and fellow Christian, and would love for him to continue to be a member of BLinC,
but that he would not be eligible for a leadership position because his decision to enter into samesex relationships was inconsistent with BLinC’s religious beliefs.
61. Ms. Thompson emphasized to the member that her decision was not because he was gay,
but because he did not agree with BLinC’s biblically based views on sexual conduct.
62. At the beginning of the next school year, BLinC’s leadership team held a “Vision
Meeting” to more clearly state their leadership standards.
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63. At the meeting, the leaders adopted the statement of faith used by the Christian Business
Fellowship, with the addition of the following standard for its leaders:
As I hold an Executive position with Business Leaders in Christ, I commit to live a
life in which I turn from my sin and actively choose the biblical principles of
Godly sanctification and righteousness. If and when I misstep, I will confess my
struggle to God and to a member of the Business Leaders in Christ executive board
acknowledging that I choose to receive grace and forgiveness from God and from
others, and turn from my sin.
Exhibit A1.
64. Toward the middle of the following semester, on February 20, 2017, the member who had
sought to be BLinC’s vice president filed a complaint with the University of Iowa stating that “I
was denied a leadership position (Vice President) due to my being openly gay.” See Exhibit B.
65. As relief, he asked the University to “force BLinC to . . . allow openly LGBTQ members
to be leaders . . . or take away their status of being a student organization affiliated with the
University of Iowa.” Id.
66. The student subsequently founded his own University-recognized, “Jesus-Centered”
student organization, Love Works, which “seek[s] to advocate for justice … [on] LGBT … issues”
and “affirm[s] those in the LGBTQ+ community who have been pushed aside from many other
faith communities.” Exhibit D.
The University’s Policies and Practices
67. The University’s guidelines for student organizations recognize the right of students to
organize according to common beliefs and values.
68. For example, the University’s policy regarding “Registration of Student Organizations”
states that it is “the policy of the University that all registered student organizations be able to
exercise free choice of members on the basis of their merits as individuals without restriction in
accordance with the University Policy on Human Rights.” Exhibit E (emphasis added).
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69. The policy further recognizes that students have the right to “organize and associate with
like-minded students” and thus that “any individual who subscribes to the goals and beliefs of a
student organization may participate in and become a member of the organization.” Id. (emphasis
added).
70. Student organizations at the University frequently require their members to share the
missions of the organizations they seek to join.
71. For example, The University of Iowa Feminist Union limits its membership to students
who “agree[] with [its] purposes and principles,” including support for abortion, access to
contraception for minors, and even certain positions on the environment. Exhibit F at 2.
72. Students for Life requires its members to “hold pro-life beliefs.” Exhibit G at 1.
73. The Korean American Student Association requires members to “exhibit an optimistic
attitude towards Korean culture” and reserves the right to revoke the membership of any member
who “possesses a negative attitude.” Exhibit H at 1.
74. The Association of Women Dentists requires members to support the advancement and
recognition of women in dentistry. Exhibit I at 1.
75. The Islamic organization Imam Mahdi reserves certain membership benefits, including
leadership roles, to members who are Shia Muslims. Exhibit J at 3. The group also requires its
leaders to “refrain from major sins (kaba’ir) and endeavor to avoid minor sins (saga’ir).” Id. at 1.
76. Love Works, the religious organization founded by the student who filed the complaint
against BLinC, requires its executive officers to “sign and agree to the Mission and Statement of
Core Beliefs of Love Works” which includes a section on inclusivity declaring that: “We believe
that Jesus was the ultimate example of someone who reaches out to the marginalized. We stand in
full support of those who are victims of systemic oppression. We welcome full participation in our
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organization, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or ability, and affirm
those in the LGBTQ+ community who have been pushed aside from many other faith
communities.” Exhibit D at 2-3.
77. Multiple Christian student groups condition membership on students agreeing to a
“statement of belief,” see, e.g., Exhibit K at 2, bearing “clear testimony of conversion to Jesus
Christ,” Exhibit L at 1, or keeping religion-specific standards.
78. These requirements for members to support their organizations’ missions make sense in
light of the University’s goal that student organizations bring “like-minded students” together.
Exhibit E at I.
79. Thus, preventing BLinC from creating space for students of like-minded religious beliefs
violates, not upholds, the University’s policies.
80. In addition, student fraternities and sororities explicitly select members on the basis of
their sex.
81. The Bylaws of the Panhellenic Council, the student organization that governs sororities
on campus, note that only “women’s fraternal organization[s]” will be recognized as members.
Bylaws

of

the

Panhellenic

Council

at

the

University

of

Iowa

(Oct. 26, 2017), http://iowafsl.publishpath.com/Websites/iowafsl/images/UPDATED%20PHC%
20Bylaws%20(10-26-17).pdf.
82. The Iowa Fraternity and Sorority Life website notes that fraternities are “for men” while
sororities are “for women.” http://iowafsl.publishpath.com/terminology
83. The University of Iowa actively encourages students to join fraternities and sororities
despite the fact that they discriminate on the basis of gender. For instance, the University’s Vice
President for Student Life has written in a booklet promoting Greek life on campus that “[b]eing
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a member of a fraternity or sorority provides one of the best ways to becoming an involved student
at

Iowa.”

Tom

Rocklin,

Iowa

Fraternity

&

Sorority

Life

2016-2017,

2,

http://iowafsl.publishpath.com/Websites/iowafsl/images/1426-1_-_FSL_20162017_Booklet_Updates.pdf.
84. The University also advertises for fraternities and sororities that affiliate on the basis of
race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. See University of Iowa, Center for Student Involvement &
Leadership, https://csil.uiowa.edu/pickone (advertising that the “UI Fraternity and Sorority
Community provides a welcoming social structure for many students” and “offers a verity of
choices for a diversity of membership interests,” noting that the “44 Greek organizations on
campus include six historically African-American fraternities and sororities, three historically
Latino/a chapters, two Asian interest groups, and a fraternity and sorority for LGBT men and
women and allies”; encouraging students to “investigate your interest early!” to ensure they can
sign up in time).
85. Fraternities and sororities are governed by the University Policy of Human Rights just as
other student organizations are. See Registration of Student Organizations, I.G.2 (explaining that
rules and regulations of governing social fraternities must be “consistent with the University Policy
on Human Rights”).
86. Further, the University’s Statement of Religious Diversity emphasizes that “[r]eligious
history, religious diversity, and spiritual values have formed a part of The University of Iowa’s
curricular and extracurricular programs since the founding of the University” and that “[a]s a
public institution, the University neither promotes any particular form of religion nor discriminates
against students, staff, or faculty on the basis of their religious viewpoints.” Dean of Students, The
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University of Iowa, Statement of Religious Diversity, https://dos.uiowa.edu/policies/statement-ofreligious-diversity-and-the-university-calendar/
87. The University’s Human Rights Policy similarly forbids discrimination on the basis of
“creed” or “religion,” promising that “equal opportunity and access to facilities shall be available
to all,” including in “policies governing programs of extracurricular life and activities.” The
University of Iowa, Operations Manual, ch. 3.1 Human Rights Policy and Rationale,
https://opsmanual.uiowa.edu/community-policies/human-rights#3.1.
88. The University’s Human Rights Policy also declares that “[c]onsistent with state and
federal law, reasonable accommodations will be provided . . . to accommodate religious
practices.” Id.
89. Additionally, the University’s policy on Registration of Student Organizations states that
“[t]he reasons for denying or withdrawing registration of a student organization shall not violate
the University Policy on Human Rights,” which would preclude withdrawing registration on the
grounds of “creed” or “religion.” Exhibit E at 1.
90. The University has previously admitted that, under these policies, “a student religious
group is entitled to require a statement of faith as a pre-condition for joining the group” and that
“[a]sking prospective members to sign the CLS statement of faith would not violate the UI Human
Rights Policy.” Exhibit M.
91. Additionally, on the University’s website, it notes that “the University encourages the
formation of student organizations around the areas of interests of its students” because “[t]hey
play an important role in developing student leadership and providing a quality campus
environment.” See Exhibit E.
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92. “Because participation in student organizations may enhance a student’s educational
experience and the University deems this important to our students’ success, registered
organizations are entitled to certain privileges and benefits.” See id. at I.
93. Those privileges and benefits include:
(a) official status as a University organization;
(b) establishment of a financial account and purchasing privileges;
(c) the ability to receive school funding;
(d) inclusion in University publications;
(e) use of University organizational software;
(f) use of the University’s trademarks;
(g) use of campus facilities for meetings;
(h) use of University fleet services vehicles;
(i) use of University of staff and programming resources;
(j) use, once a semester, to use Information Technology Services Mass Mail;
(k) the ability to apply for honors and awards granted to registered organizations; and
(l) use of office and storage space.
See Exhibit E at I (listing benefits of recognized status).
The University’s Investigation
94. In response to the member’s complaint, the University commenced an investigation of the
facts alleged.
95. University Compliance Coordinator Constance Shriver Cervantes, from the University’s
Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity, was assigned to conduct the investigation.
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96. As part of her investigation, Ms. Shriver Cervantes instructed Hannah Thompson and the
other members of BLinC’s executive board at the time that they could not discuss the member’s
complaint or the University’s investigation with anyone else.
97. Because of this instruction, when Hannah Thompson was asked to meet with Ms. Shriver
Cervantes, she did not seek legal counsel or other guidance.
98. The member on the other hand, took his story directly to the press. Exhibit N (Naomi
Hofferber, Finding a Home in Faith, The Daily Iowan, Mar. 2, 2017).
99. At Ms. Thompson’s interview, two University lawyers were present and questioned her
aggressively without informing of her right to be represented by counsel.
100. As a follow-along to her interview, Ms. Thompson submitted a written statement
emphasizing that BLinC “never discriminate[s] against students because of who they are. All we
ask is that our leaders support and uphold our ‘goals and beliefs.’” Exhibit O at 2.
101. She also reiterated that the complaining member had “expressly stated that he rejected
important parts of our Christian beliefs, would not support them, and would openly oppose them
in public. It was for this reason, and this reason only, that [he] was deemed ineligible to serve as
our organization’s vice-president.” Id.
102. She concluded that “BLinC’s entire purpose is to encourage students to live according to
its understanding of Christian principles. It cannot fulfill its core mission if its leaders do not
support its beliefs.” Id.
103. After completing the investigation, Ms. Shriver Cervantes issued a report of her findings
on June 30, 2017. Exhibit P.
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104. In her report, Ms. Shriver Cervantes stated that the complaining member alleged that he
was denied the position because he “was gay and might pursue a relationship as a gay person.”
Id. at 2 (emphasis added).
105. The report also notes that Ms. Thompson confirmed that the complainant was denied the
position “because of [his] desire to pursue a homosexual . . . relationship.” Id.
106. The report cites an email from Ms. Thompson to the complainant, which also confirmed
that the decision not to offer him a leadership position was “because of [his] desire to pursue a
homosexual . . . relationship.” Id. at 3
107. The report also acknowledged that BLinC welcomes all students as members, regardless
of their sexual orientation. Id.
108. Leaders are also selected without regard to sexual orientation.
109. Leaders, however, are required to agree with and strive to abide by BLinC’s religious
beliefs, which include avoiding any sexual activity outside of marriage between a man and a
woman. See Exhibit A.
110. Despite these clear statements by both the complainant and Ms. Thompson that the
complainant was denied a leadership position because of his beliefs and intended conduct, Ms.
Shriver Cervantes concluded that “the basis for BLinC’s refusal to select [the complainant] for the
position of vice-president was his sexual orientation.” Exhibit P at 5.
111. The report further stated that “[s]tudent organizations may state a set of beliefs with which
their members or leaders must comply,” as long as the “statement of beliefs” is not “inconsistent”
with the University’s policies. Id.
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112. Ms. Shriver Cervantes then concluded that “BLinC’s action with respect to [the
complainant’s] application for the position of vice-president violates the Policy on Human Rights
because of the statements made by the president.” Id.
113. In a response letter dated July 14, 2017, BLinC reiterated that the complainant
“participated in BLinC before asking for a leadership position, and remains welcome to
participate—even as a leader, regardless of his sexual orientation,” and that he was “not eligible
to be a leader of BLinC only because he stated that he disagrees with, and would not try to live by,
BLinC’s Christian principles, which means he could not effectively lead our group.” See Exhibit
Q.
Meeting between BLinC and the University
114. On September 1, 2017, BLinC met with the Defendant William Nelson, the Executive
Director of the Iowa Memorial Union, and Associate Dean Thomas Baker to discuss Ms. Shriver
Cervantes’s findings. BLinC was represented at the meeting by its President, Jacob Estell, its VicePresident, Brett Eikenberry, and two of its lawyers.
115. Early in the discussion, Dean Baker stated that the University recognized its obligation
to respect the right of student groups, and particularly religious student groups, to select leaders
who share their mission and beliefs.
116. He explained that the issue had arisen previously at the University in 2004 with the
Christian Legal Society (“CLS”), which also required its leaders to share its religious beliefs,
including beliefs about sexual conduct. The University allowed CLS to remain a registered student
organization after it confirmed that its leadership policies were focused on student leaders’ beliefs
and conduct (i.e., affirming religious beliefs on sexual ethics and refraining from sexual intimacy
outside of marriage) and not their status (i.e., sexual orientation). See Exhibit M.
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117. Dean Baker went on to analogize that a student environmental society established to
promote awareness of global warming would be allowed to choose leaders based on that tenet, and
that BLinC could expect the same of its leaders regarding its tenets.
118. In response to a question from Mr. Baxter, Dean Baker confirmed that BLinC could
maintain a standard of religious belief and conduct for its leaders without violating the University’s
Human Rights Policy, as long as it did not discriminate categorically on status.
119. He explained that the initial finding that BLinC violated University policy was based on
the understanding that the complaining student had been denied a leadership position solely
because he identified as gay, and that BLinC had never asked if he shared BLinC’s faith and would
live according to its beliefs.
120. BLinC explained that this understanding was incorrect, was directly contradicted by the
University’s own findings, and—in any event—was not in accordance BLinC’s leadership policy.
121. Under that policy, students who identify as gay can be members and leaders of BLinC if
they affirm its beliefs and strive to live by them.
122. Dean Baker confirmed that such a policy would be permissible.
123. Dr. Nelson added that BLinC’s beliefs should be more clearly stated in its constitution
so that students would be aware before joining and not risk feeling offended in discovering later
that they may not be eligible for a leadership position if they disagreed with those beliefs.
124. Dean Baker stated that a written articulation of BLinC’s beliefs would also help avoid
arbitrary application of BLinC’s standards.
125. BLinC’s student leaders who were present at the meeting indicated they were willing to
provide a written articulation of their religious beliefs.
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126. BLinC’s leaders again confirmed that they do not discriminate based on status of
members or leaders, but require leaders to share their beliefs and strive to abide by their standards.
127. All parties thus agreed that once BLinC updated its constitution to more clearly reflect
its religious beliefs, the University’s investigation would end.
128. Dr. Nelson indicated that he would send a letter to BLinC confirming the outcome of the
parties’ meeting.
129. As he walked out of the meeting room, Dr. Nelson stopped, turned to address the student
leaders, and paid them a compliment along the lines that “some of the University’s best students
are sitting right here.”
Dr. Nelson’s Letter & BLinC’s Revised Constitution
130. On September 13, 2017, Dr. Nelson issued a letter upholding Ms. Shriver Cervantes’s
findings and her conclusion that BLinC had violated the University’s Policy on Human Rights.
See Exhibit R.
131. Dr. Nelson also determined that BLinC could retain its status as a recognized student
organization if it: (1) confirmed in writing that it complies with the University’s policy; (2)
submitted an updated list of qualifications in its statement of faith to avoid categorically excluding
people based on their sexual orientation; and (3) submitted an “acceptable plan” for ensuring that
candidates will be evaluated on BLinC’s “vision statement” and not be “presumptive of candidates
based upon their sexual orientation.” Id.
132. BLinC understood Dr. Nelson’s letter in light of the September 1 discussion, where he
and Dean Baker had explained that the nondiscrimination provision mandated by the Policy
referred only to status-based, not belief- or conduct-based, discrimination.
133. Thus, on September 27, 2017, BLinC submitted a revised constitution that it believed
complied with all of Dr. Nelson’s requests. See Exhibit A. The revised constitution (1) confirmed
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that BLinC would continue to comply with the clarified understanding of the Human Rights
Policy; (2) incorporated an amended Statement of Faith to further detail BLinC’s beliefs and
thereby avoid categorically excluding people based on their sexual orientation; and (3) confirmed
in Article III of its revised constitution that leaders would be asked to sign the Statement of Faith,
thus avoiding being “presumptive of candidates based upon their sexual orientation.”
Dr. Nelson’s Final Decision
134. In a complete about-face, on October 19, 2017, Dr. Nelson issued a final decision letter
stating that BLinC’s revised Constitution was not in compliance with the University’s Human
Rights Policy. See Exhibit S.
135. The basis for his decision was that BLinC’s Constitution asks BLinC’s leaders to affirm
that they agree with its Statement of Faith and will seek to live according to its principles. See
Exhibit A, Article III, ¶ 1 (“All Officers are required to affirm that they accept and seek to live
BLinC’s religious beliefs as set forth in its Statement of Faith”).
136. Dr. Nelson determined that BLinC’s “Statement of Faith, on its face, does not comply
with the University’s Human Rights policy since its affirmation, as required by the [BLinC]
Constitution for leadership positions, would have the effect of disqualifying certain individuals
from leadership positions based on sexual orientation or gender identity.” See Exhibit S at 1.
137. Dr. Nelson accordingly determined that BLinC must “make additional revisions to [its]
Statement of Faith” and submit an “acceptable plan” for interviewing officer candidates, including
by developing “questions relevant to the Statement of Faith that are not presumptive of candidates
based upon their sexual orientation or gender identity.” Id.
138. Dr. Nelson concluded that if BLinC did not submit the required revisions and the
“acceptable plan” by November 2, 2017, he would “find BLinC not to be in compliance with”
University policy and “will revoke its registration.” Id.
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139. Dr. Nelson stated that BLinC could appeal his decision to Dean Lyn Redington, Assistant
Vice President and Dean of Students, by November 2. Id.
Appeal to Dean Redington
140. BLinC filed its appeal to Dean Redington on November 2, 2017. Exhibit T.
141. BLinC argued that Dr. Nelson’s determination that BLinC must revise its Statement of
Faith and change its manner of selecting leaders should be reversed because the University could
not constitutionally censor the content of BLinC’s religious beliefs or control the selection of
BLinC’s religious leaders.
142. BLinC also argued that Dr. Nelson’s determination that BLinC had engaged in
impermissible discrimination was unsupported by the facts and should also be vacated.
143. On November 16, 2017, Dean Redington rejected BLinC’s appeal and revoked BLinC’s
registration. Exhibit U.
144. Dean Redington found that BLinC’s revised constitution “does not satisfy the
requirements delineated in order for BLinC to remain as a registered student organization in good
standing” because BLinC’s “Statement of Faith, on its face, does not comply with the University’s
Human Rights policy since its affirmation, as required by the Constitution for leadership positions,
would have the effect of disqualifying certain individuals from leadership positions based on
sexual orientation or gender identity.” Id. at 1.
145. Dean Redington noted that BLinC could continue to “exist on campus whether or not the
University approves its registration,” because “a student organization is a voluntary special interest
group organized for educational, social, recreational, and service purposes” and because “[s]tudent
organizations are separate legal entities from the University of Iowa and legally are not treated the
same as University departments or units.” Id.
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146. Dean Redington, however, did not deny that BLinC would be denied access to the
benefits that are afforded to recognized student groups.
147. Finally, despite the University’s own findings and the clear statements BLinC repeatedly
made to Dean Baker and Dr. Nelson, both in person and in writing, Dean Redington ruled that
BLinC was claiming “for the first time” that the complaining member “was not allowed to hold a
leadership position because he ‘confirmed that he intended to be sexually active in same-sex
relationships.’” Id.
148. Dean Redington then stated that this claim “was not validated through the investigation
process and finding,” even while acknowledging that the reason for denying the leadership position
was “because of [the complaining member’s] ‘desire to pursue a homosexual . . . relationship.’”
Id.
CLAIMS
COUNT I
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Exercise & Establishment Clauses
Ministerial Exception
149. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
150. Under the Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses of the First Amendment, religious
groups have the right to select their leaders without government interference. See Hosanna-Tabor
Evangelical Lutheran Church & School v. EEOC, 565 U.S. 171 (2012).
151. BLinC is a religious organization created to provide Christian ministry to students and
help them apply their faith to their careers.
152. BLinC’s leaders provide spiritual ministry by leading BLinC’s members in prayer, by
leading and determining the content of religious studies, by selecting local Christian business
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leaders to provide teaching and mentorship, and by selecting ways that BLinC can serve in the
community and with other religious ministries as a means of expressing and developing its
members’ faith.
153. BLinC’s leaders are selected based upon their agreement with BLinC’s religious beliefs,
their willingness to live according to those beliefs, and their ability to express those beliefs
effectively.
154. BLinC’s leaders are the primary means by which BLinC shares its religious beliefs with
others and determines how it will express its faith to others.
155. By threatening to revoke BLinC’s status as a registered student group, with the rights,
benefits, and privileges that flow from that status, unless BLinC revises its Statement of Faith and
modifies its leadership standards, the University infringes BLinC’s First Amendment rights to
select its own leaders.
156. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT II
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Exercise & Establishment Clauses
Internal Autonomy
157. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
158. Under the Free Exercise and Establishment Clauses of the First Amendment, religious
groups have the “power to decide for themselves, free from state interference, matters of church
government as well as those of faith and doctrine.” Kedroff v. Saint Nicholas Cathedral of Russian
Orthodox Church in North America, 344 U.S. 94, 116 (1952).
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159. BLinC is a religious organization created to provide Christian ministry to students and
help them apply their faith to their careers.
160. The Statement of Faith adopted in BLinC’s constitution sets forth BLinC’s core religious
beliefs that define its mission, guide its work, and help BLinC select its leadership.
161. BLinC’s purpose is to share its beliefs with students to help them learn how to live out
these beliefs in the business world.
162. BLinC requires its leaders to affirm the Statement of Faith to ensure that they are
committed to BLinC’s mission and are capable of authentically conveying its beliefs to other
members.
163. BLinC’s means of selecting its leadership is calibrated toward installing individuals who
share and can express BLinC’s faith.
164. By threatening to revoke BLinC’s status as a registered student group, with the rights,
benefits, and privileges that flow from that status, unless BLinC revises its Statement of Faith and
changes its internal method of selecting religious leaders, the University infringes BLinC’s First
Amendment right to determine the content of its faith and to govern itself regarding the expression
of its faith to its members.
165. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT III
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Exercise Clause
Religious Animus/Targeting of Religious Beliefs
166. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
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167. “[A] law targeting religious beliefs as such is never permissible.” Trinity Lutheran
Church of Columbia, Inc. v. Comer, 137 S. Ct. 2012, 2024 n.4 (2017) (quoting Church of the
Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 U.S. 520, 533 (1993)).
168. The government has no authority to control the content of or the expression of religious
beliefs within the context of private religious associations. Braunfeld v. Brown, 366 U.S. 599, 603
(1961) (“The freedom to hold religious beliefs and opinions is absolute.”).
169. The University derecognized BLinC because the University claims that BLinC’s
“Statement of Faith, on its face, does not comply with the University’s Human Rights policy.”
Exhibit U (11/16/2017 Letter).
170. Moreover, the University informed BLinC that “[s]tudent organizations may state a set
of beliefs with which their members or leaders must comply,” but only if the “statement of beliefs”
is not “inconsistent” with the University’s policies. Exhibit O at 5.
171. The University told BLinC that it could maintain University recognition if it would
“make additional revisions to your Statement of Faith” and “submit a version that complies with
the University of Iowa Human Rights Policy.” Exhibit S.
172. Other student organizations at the University are permitted to establish tenets to advance
their missions and expect their leaders and members to agree with and abide by those tenets.
173. The University knows that it is unlawful to penalize BLinC because of the content of its
religious beliefs.
174. Dean Baker and Dr. Nelson both acknowledged that they have allowed other religious
student groups to maintain their own religious beliefs and choose leaders who uphold them, even
when challenged under the Human Rights Policy.
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175. They also acknowledged that targeting BLinC because of its religious beliefs itself
violates the Human Rights Policy.
176. By stripping BLinC’s recognition because of its Statement of Faith, the University is
targeting and seeking to control BLinC’s religious beliefs as such, which violates the Free Exercise
Clause of the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
177. The University’s actions reflect animus toward religion, and BLinC’s religious beliefs in
particular.
178. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT IV
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Exercise Clause
Not Generally Applicable
179. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
180. “[L]aws burdening religious practice must be of general applicability.” Lukumi, 508 U.S.
at 542.
181. The University’s Human Rights Policy is not applied to or enforced equally against all
student organizations.
182. The Human Rights Policy requires that membership and participation in student
organizations must be “open to all students without regard to race, creed, color, religion, national
origin, age, sex, pregnancy, disability, genetic information, status as a U.S. veteran, service in the
U.S. military, sexual orientation, gender identity, associational preferences, or any other
classification that deprives the person of consideration as an individual” and that “equal
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opportunity and equal access to membership, programming, facilities, and benefits shall be open
to all persons.” Exhibit E.
183. Many student organizations on campus, including fraternities and sororities, explicitly
restrict membership and/or leadership on the basis of one or more of the categories identified in
the Human Rights Policy.
184. Many student organizations on campus have an uninterrupted pattern of restricting
membership and/or leadership on the basis of one or more of the categories identified in the Human
Rights Policy.
185. The University has failed to consistently enforce the Human Rights Policy against student
organizations that restrict membership and leadership on the basis of one or more of the categories
identified in the Human Rights Policy.
186. BLinC does not restrict membership or leadership on the basis of any of the categories
identified in the Human Rights Policy, other than on the basis of religion.
187. Although BLinC requires its leaders to accept and abide by its Statement of Faith, which
includes religious beliefs about sexual orientation and gender identity, BLinC does not restrict
membership or leadership on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity or any other of the
categories identified in the Human Rights Policy, other than on the basis of religion.
188. By stripping BLinC’s recognition because of its alleged noncompliance with the
University’s Human Rights Policy, the University is applying a standard to BLinC that is not
generally applicable to other student organizations on campus.
189. The University’s enforcement of its Human Rights Policy is under-inclusive in that it
fails to restrict nonreligious conduct that endangers the Policy’s principles in a similar or greater
degree than does BLinC’s conduct.
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190. The University does not have a compelling government interest pursued by the least
restrictive means to justify this unequal application of its Human Rights Policy against BLinC.
191. The University’s unequal application of its Human Rights Policy violates the Free
Exercise Clause of the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
192. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT V
42 U.S.C. §1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Establishment Clause
Denominational Discrimination
193. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
194. “The clearest command of the Establishment Clause is that one religious denomination
cannot be officially preferred over another.” Larson v. Valente, 456 U.S. 228, 244 (1982).
195. The University seeks to apply its Human Rights Policy to penalize BLinC because of its
religious beliefs concerning sexual morality.
196. The University applies its Human Rights Policy in a manner that privileges groups that
have countervailing religious beliefs concerning sexual morality.
197. The University’s preference for one set of religious beliefs about sexual morality and
against BLinC’s religious beliefs about sexual morality violates the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
198. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
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COUNT VI
42 U.S.C. §1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Speech Clause
Expressive Association
199. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
200. Applying the University’s Human Rights Policy to BLinC would compel it to select
leaders who believe and live in contradiction to BLinC’s religious beliefs.
201. BLinC is an association of like-minded Christians who seek to express their Christian
faith through word and deed.
202. BLinC believes that its activities and organization are a witness of its members’ faith and
thus inherently expressive, having inescapable religious significance.
203. Causing BLinC to accept leaders who do not believe and act in accordance with BLinC’s
religious beliefs would force the group to associate with and promote a message with which it
disagrees and which runs contrary to the expressive purposes for which BLinC was created and
operates.
204. Compelling BLinC to associate with and promote a message with which it disagrees and
which runs contrary to the expressive purposes for which it was created and operates is not
narrowly tailored to a compelling governmental interest.
205. Defendants’ actions thus violate BLinC’s right of expressive association as secured to it
by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.
206. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University’s Human Rights Policy,
BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
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COUNT VII
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Speech Clause
Compelled Speech
207.

BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

208.

Applying the University’s Human Rights Policy to BLinC would force it to allow

leaders who believe and act in direct contradiction to BLinC’s religious beliefs.
209.

This forced inclusion of leaders hostile to BLinC’s religious beliefs and mission would

communicate both to BLinC’s own members as well as to the community as large that BLinC’s
views are different than what BLinC actually espouses.
210.

Defendants’ actions would thus violate BLinC’s right to be free from compelled speech

as secured to them by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.
211.

Compelling BLinC to convey messages that it disagrees with is not narrowly tailored

to a compelling governmental interest.
212.

Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against such compelled speech, BLinC and its

members have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT VIII
42 U.S.C. §1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Speech Clause
Viewpoint Discrimination
213. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
214. Governmental efforts to regulate speech based on the “specific motivating ideology or
the opinion or perspective of the speaker” is a “blatant” and “egregious” form of impermissible
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speech restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 829
(1995).
215. The University seeks to apply its Human Rights Policy to penalize BLinC because of its
religious opinions and perspectives concerning sexual morality.
216. The University applies its Human Rights Policy in a manner that privileges the
expression and views of groups that have countervailing religious beliefs concerning sexual
morality.
217. The University’s preference for one set of opinions and perspectives about sexual
morality and against BLinC’s religious beliefs about sexual morality violates the Free Speech
Clause of the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.
218.

Discriminating against BLinC’s expressed religious opinions and perspectives on

sexual morality is not narrowly tailored to a compelling governmental interest.
219. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT IX
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Assembly Clause
220. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
221. By denying BLinC registered student group status because of its Statement of Faith, the
University infringes BLinC’s First Amendment right “peaceably to assemble” to engage in
otherwise lawful religious worship and speech activities with persons of their choosing. See
Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 532-40 (1945).
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222. The University allows other student groups with a wide variety of ideological tenets and
a wide variety of restrictions on membership and leadership to use University resources to
assemble on campus.
223. Without registered student group status, BLinC is denied important University resources
to meet, share its message, and grow its membership that are available to all other student groups.
224. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief, BLinC and its members have been and will
continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT X
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Equal Protection
225. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
226. The Equal Protection Clause prohibits discrimination on the basis of religion.
227. The University’s application of its Human Rights Policy penalizes BLinC because of its
religious beliefs concerning human sexuality by denying BLinC registered status.
228. Organizations that espouse religious beliefs concerning human sexuality that are contrary
to those espoused by BLinC are allowed to maintain registered status.
229. The University’s preference for one set of religious beliefs about human sexuality and
against BLinC’s religious beliefs about human sexuality violates the Equal Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.
230. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief, BLinC and its members have been and will
continue to be irreparably harmed.
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COUNT XI
Violation of the federal Higher Education Act
231. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
232. According to section 1011a of the Higher Education Act, “no student attending an
institution of higher education . . . should, on the basis of participation in protected speech or
protected association, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination or official sanction under any education program, activity, or division of the
institution . . . whether or not such program, activity, or division is sponsored or officially
sanctioned by the institution.”
233. BLinC’s members are students attending an institution of higher education, and as such
are members of the class for whose especial benefit this Act was enacted.
234. There is evidence of legislative intent to create a private right to enforce this section of
the Higher Education Act.
235. Forcing BLinC to either comply with the University’s Human Rights Policy as to
BLinC’s requirements for leadership in its group, or to lose registered student group status, violates
section 1011a of the Higher Education Act.
236. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University’s Human Rights Policy,
BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT XII
Violation of the Iowa Human Rights Act
237. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
238. Section 216.9 of the Iowa Human Rights Act declares that “[i]t is an unfair or
discriminatory practice for any educational institution to discriminate on the basis of . . . religion.”
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239. Such discrimination includes “[e]xclusion of a person or persons from participation in,
denial of the benefits of, or subjection to discrimination in any . . . extracurricular . . . or other
program or activity.” Id. at § 216.9(a).
240. The University has discriminated against BLinC, its leadership, and its members on
account of their Statement of Faith, their religious beliefs, and their religious practices.
241. Further, by de-recognizing BLinC, the University is denying BLinC the ability to fully
participate in University life on equal grounds with all other student groups.
242. Such denials constitute a violation of the Iowa Human Rights Act.
243. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief on the grounds that the University has violated
the Iowa Human Rights Act, BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be irreparably
harmed.
COUNT XIII
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 3
Free Exercise Clause
244. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
245. Article I, § 3 of the Iowa Constitution provides that “[t]he General Assembly shall make
no law . . . prohibiting the free exercise” of religion.
246. BLinC’s selection of leaders who embrace and follow its beliefs is an exercise of religion.
247. Denying BLinC registered group status for selecting leaders who embrace and follow its
religious beliefs would substantially burden BLinC’s free exercise of religion.
248. A decree forcing BLinC to have leaders who believe and act in direct contradiction to its
religious beliefs, or lose registered student group status, would not be narrowly tailored to
accomplishing a compelling government interest.
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249. Forcing BLinC to have leaders who believe and act in direct contradiction to its religious
beliefs, or lose registered student group status, would violate the rights secured to them by Article
I, § 3 of the Iowa Constitution.
250. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against Defendants’ threatened enforcement of
the University Human Rights Policy, BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be
irreparably harmed.
COUNT XIV
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 3
No Punishment for Religious Beliefs
251. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
252. Article I, § 4 of the Iowa Constitution provides that “no person shall be deprived of any
of his rights, privileges, or capacities, or disqualified from the performance of any of his public or
private duties . . . in consequence of his opinions on the subject of religion[.]”
253. Applying the University’s Human Rights Policy against BLinC for selecting leaders who
endorse and abide by its religious beliefs would punish BLinC and its members for their religious
beliefs in violation of the rights secured to them by Article I, § 4 of the Iowa Constitution.
254. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against Defendants’ threatened enforcement of
the University’s Human Rights Policy, BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be
irreparably harmed.
COUNT XV
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 3
Establishment Clause
255. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
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256. Iowa’s constitution “does not permit any branch of government to resolve . . . religious
debates” over issues such as the proper role of human sexuality, but rather “entrusts to courts the
task of ensuring government avoids them.” Varnum v. Brien, 763 N.W.2d 862, 905 (Iowa 2009).
257. The University, however, seeks to apply its Human Rights Policy to penalize BLinC
because of its religious beliefs concerning human sexuality, while at the same time protecting
countervailing religious beliefs.
258. The University’s preference for one set of religious beliefs about human sexuality and
against BLinC’s religious beliefs about human sexuality violates Article I, § 3 of the Iowa
Constitution.
259. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT XVI
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 7
Compelled Speech
260. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
261. Applying the University’s Human Rights Policy to BLinC would force it to allow leaders
who believe and act in direct contradiction to BLinC’s religious beliefs.
262. This forced inclusion of leaders hostile to BLinC’s religious beliefs and mission would
communicate both to BLinC’s own members as well as to the community at large that BLinC’s
views on sexual morality are different than what BLinC actually espouses.
263. Defendants’ actions would thus violate BLinC’s right to be free from compelled speech
as secured to them by the First Amendment of the United States Constitution.
264. Compelling BLinC to convey messages that it disagrees with is not narrowly tailored to
a compelling governmental interest.
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265. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against such compelled speech, BLinC and its
members have been and will continue to be harmed.
COUNT XVII
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 7
Viewpoint Discrimination
266. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
267. Governmental efforts to regulate speech based on the viewpoint of the speaker are
impermissible viewpoint discrimination.
268. The University seeks to apply its Human Rights Policy to penalize BLinC because of its
religious opinions and perspectives concerning sexual morality.
269. The University applies its Human Rights Policy in a manner that privileges the
expression and views of groups that have countervailing religious beliefs concerning sexual
morality.
270. The University’s preference for one set of opinions and perspectives about sexual
morality and against BLinC’s religious beliefs about sexual morality violates Article I, § 7 of the
Iowa Constitution.
271.

Discriminating against BLinC’s expressed religious opinions and perspectives on

sexual morality is not narrowly tailored to a compelling governmental interest.
272. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University, BLinC and its members
have been and will continue to be irreparably harmed.
COUNT XVIII
Violation of the Iowa Constitution Article I, § 7
Expressive Association
273. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
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274. Applying the University’s Human Rights Policy to BLinC would compel it to select
leaders who believe and live in contradiction to BLinC’s religious beliefs.
275. BLinC is an association of like-minded Christians who seek to express their Christian
faith through word and deed.
276. BLinC believes that its activities and organization are a witness of its members’ faith and
thus inherently expressive, having inescapable religious significance.
277. Causing BLinC to accept leaders who do not believe and act in accordance with BLinC’s
religious beliefs would force the group to associate with and promote a message with which it
disagrees and which runs contrary to the expressive purposes for which BLinC was created and
operates.
278. Defendants’ actions thus would violate BLinC’s right of expressive association as
secured to it by Article I, Section 7 of the Iowa Constitution.
279. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against the University’s Human Rights Policy,
BLinC and its members have been and will continue to be harmed.
COUNT XIX
Violation of Article I, § 20 of the Iowa Constitution
Assembly Clause
280. BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.
281. By denying BLinC registered student group status because of BLinC’s adherence to only
allowing individuals to be leaders who are in accord with BLinC’s religious beliefs and practices
regarding sexual morality, but allowing other groups to determine their own members in harmony
with their group’s views, much less their own leaders, the University infringes BLinC’s right of
assembly in Article I, Section 20 of the Iowa Constitution.
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282. Without registered student group status, BLinC is not eligible to use University resources
to meet, share its message, or grow its membership numbers.
283. Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against such compelled speech, BLinC and its
members have been and will continue to be harmed.
COUNT XX
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Violation of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
Free Speech Clause
284.

BLinC incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

285.

After the University opened the investigation against BLinC, it told BLinC’s executive

officers that they could not talk to anyone about the complaint that had been filed against BLinC
or about the investigation.
286.

BLinC’s executive officers were told that if they did talk to anyone about the complaint

or investigation, they could found to have engaged in retaliation against the complaining student
in violation of University policy.
287.

Because of the University’s warning, BLinC’s officers thought they were not allowed

even to seek legal advice concerning their rights.
288.

The University’s warning was an unlawful attempt to suppress the students’ freedom

of speech.
289.

Absent injunctive and declaratory relief against such compelled speech, BLinC and its

members have been and will continue to be harmed.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Wherefore, BLinC requests that the Court:
a.

Declare that the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution, the Higher Education Act, the Iowa Constitution, and the Iowa
Human Rights Act require Defendants to cease discriminating against BLinC and
to cease withholding registered status on the basis of BLinC’s Statement of Faith
and leadership selection policies.

b.

Issue a permanent injunction prohibiting enforcement of the University’s Human
Rights Policy against BLinC based on the content of BLinC’s Statement of Faith
and leadership selection policies.

c.

Award BLinC nominal damages for the loss of their rights as protected by the
United States and Iowa Constitutions.

d.

Award BLinC the costs of this action and reasonable attorney’s fees; and

e.

Award such other and further relief as the Court deems equitable and just.
JURY REQUEST/DEMAND

Plaintiff requests a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Matt M. Dummermuth
Matt M. Dummermuth
Hagenow & Gustoff, LLP
600 Oakland Rd. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 849-8390 phone
(888) 689-1995 fax
mdummermuth@whgllp.com
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Eric S. Baxter*
Lead Counsel
Daniel H. Blomberg*
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty
1200 New Hampshire Ave. NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20036
(202) 955-0095 PHONE
(202) 955-0090 FAX
ebaxter@becketlaw.org
dblomberg@becketlaw.org
Counsel for Plaintiff
*Admission pro hac vice pending
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION

BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,
Civil Action No. 17-cv-00080-SMR-SBJ
Plaintiff,
v.

PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, et al.,
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
Defendants.
(Expedited Relief by January 24, 2018
Requested.)

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, LR 7, and LR 65, Plaintiff Business Leaders
in Christ (BLinC) moves for a preliminary injunction requiring Defendants to reinstate BLinC’s
registered group status. In support of this motion, and as further explained in the attached
memorandum in support, BLinC states the following:
1. Since Spring 2014, BLinC has been a registered student group at the University of Iowa.
2. BLinC is a religious group established for a religious purpose and led by students who
share its faith.
3. For as long as it has been registered at the University, BLinC has welcomed anyone to
join as a member, and has required its leaders to share its Christian faith.
4. The Defendants deregistered BLinC on November 16, 2017.
5. The basis for the derecognition was Defendant’s disagreement with BLinC’s religious
expression and beliefs, and the selection of its religious leaders.
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6. The University’s actions violate BLinC’s clearly established First Amendment rights to
freedom of speech, the free exercise of religion, and the freedom to select its religious leaders
without government interference.
7. In the enclosed supporting memorandum, BLinC has shown that it has a likelihood of
success on the merits of these claims.
8. Absent injunctive relief, BLinC is suffering ongoing irreparable harm through the
suppression of its constitutional freedoms and the denial of its ability to participate equally with
other student groups at the University.
9. The harms to BLinC’s First Amendment rights outweigh any harms to the Defendants’
interests. Nor do the Defendants have a legitimate governmental interest in regulating the speech,
religious beliefs, or internal religious leadership selection of a private religious student group.
10. Protecting BLinC’s First Amendment rights is in the public interest.
11. Because the Defendants derecognized BLinC, BLinC is unable to participate in the
University’s upcoming spring recruitment fairs, which will take place on January 24 and 25,
2018, and are crucial to BLinC’s continued existence.
12. BLinC requests the Court to enjoin the Defendants and require them to reinstate BLinC’s
status as a registered student organization before January 24, 2018, so that BLinC can participate
in the spring recruitment fairs.
13. BLinC further respectfully requests an emergency hearing at the earliest possible time.
There is good cause to hold oral argument because this motion presents important issues of First
Amendment rights which require a prompt resolution.

WHEREFORE, BLinC requests that this Court enter the following ORDER:
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1. Defendants and their agents, servants, and employees are ORDERED to restore the
Plaintiff to its status as a registered student group that it enjoyed prior to the
withdrawal of its recognition.
2. Defendants and their agents, servants, and employees are ENJOINED from taking
any further action to punish or retaliate against the Plaintiff, or any other similarly
situated student religious organization at the University of Iowa, for the exercise of
their constitutionally protected rights.
3. This Preliminary Injunction shall take effect immediately and shall remain in effect
pending trial in this action or further order of this Court.
4. This Court has exercised its discretion to determine that no bond shall be required.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Matt M. Dummermuth
Matt M. Dummermuth
Hagenow & Gustoff, LLP
600 Oakland Rd. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 849-8390 phone
(888) 689-1995 fax
mdummermuth@whgllp.com
Eric S. Baxter*
Lead Counsel
Daniel H. Blomberg*
James Phillips*
Daniel Ortner*
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty
1200 New Hampshire Ave. NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20036
(202) 955-0095 PHONE
(202) 955-0090 FAX
ebaxter@becketlaw.org
dblomberg@becketlaw.org
Counsel for Plaintiff
*Admission pro hac vice pending
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION
)
BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST, an,
)
unincorporated association,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; LYN
)
REDINGTON, in her official capacity as
)
Dean of Students and in her individual
)
capacity; THOMAS R. BAKER, in his
)
official capacity as Assistant Dean of
)
Students and in his individual capacity; and )
WILLIAM R. NELSON, in his official
)
capacity as Executive Director, Iowa
)
Memorial Union, and in his individual
)
capacity,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

CASE NO. 3:17-CV-00080

DEFENDANTS’ RESISTANCE
TO PLAINTIFF’S MOTION
FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

COME NOW the Defendants and in their resistance Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary
Injunction state:
1.

BLinC is no longer a “recognized” student organization as defined by the

University of Iowa guidelines because of its failure to comply with non-discrimination laws,
policies and regulations.
2.

The University of Iowa’s actions are neutral and support compelling state

interests.
3.

BLinC is not entitled to a preliminary injunction under controlling standards.
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4.

BLinC does not have standing to assert rights on behalf of other student

organizations. Furthermore, the purpose of a preliminary injunction is to return a party to the
status quo and not further equitable relief.
WHEREFORE, Defendants request the Court to deny the application for a preliminary
injunction.
THOMAS J. MILLER
Attorney General of Iowa
/s/GEORGE A. CARROLL
George A. Carroll
Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
1305 East Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
PHONE: (515) 281-8583
FAX: (515) 281-7219
E-MAIL: George.carroll@ag.iowa.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS
Original filed electronically.
Copy electronically served on all parties of record:
PROOF OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that the foregoing instrument was served upon
each of the persons identified as receiving a copy by delivery in the
following manner on January 5, 2018:
U.S. Mail
FAX
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Federal Express
Other
ECF System Participant (Electronic Service)
Signature: /s/Betty Christensen
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION
)
BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST, an,
)
unincorporated association,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; LYN
)
REDINGTON, in her official capacity as
)
Dean of Students and in her individual
)
capacity; THOMAS R. BAKER, in his
)
official capacity as Assistant Dean of
)
Students and in his individual capacity; and )
WILLIAM R. NELSON, in his official
)
capacity as Executive Director, Iowa
)
Memorial Union, and in his individual
)
capacity,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

CASE NO. 3:17-CV-00080

DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO
SUPPLEMENT DEFENDANTS’
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF
RESISTANCE TO PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY
INJUNCTION

COME NOW the Defendants and state:
1.

In light of the fact the parties have been provided 30 minutes for oral argument,

the University of Iowa will not present live testimony. Accordingly, Iowa requests the court to
admit the attached affidavit.
THOMAS J. MILLER
Attorney General of Iowa
/s/GEORGE A. CARROLL
George A. Carroll
Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
1305 East Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
PHONE: (515) 281-8583
FAX: (515) 281-7219
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E-MAIL: George.carroll@ag.iowa.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS
Original filed electronically.
Copy electronically served on all parties of record:
PROOF OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that the foregoing instrument was served upon
each of the persons identified as receiving a copy by delivery in the
following manner on January 17, 2018:
U.S. Mail
FAX
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Federal Express
Other
ECF System Participant (Electronic Service)
Signature: /s/Betty Christensen
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION

BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,

Civ. Action No. 3:17-cv-00080-SMR-SBJ

Plaintiff,
v.

DECLARATION OF DANIEL
BLOMBERG IN RESPONSE TO
DEFENDANTS’ MOTION

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, et al.
Defendants.
I, Daniel Blomberg, declare as follows:

1. I am legal counsel at the Becket Fund for Religious Liberty. I represent
Business Leaders in Christ (“BLinC”) in the above-captioned matter.
2. On January 17, 2018, I accessed the website of the Iowa Memorial Union at
the University of Iowa with regard to the cost of renting meeting rooms. I personally
reviewed each of the following websites, and observed that they stated that the
University allows registered student groups to reserve the rooms at no cost while
charging

members

of

the

general

public

$150

to

reserve

the

rooms:

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/meetings/wisconsin-room/ (Wisconsin Room);
https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/meetings/miller-room/

(Miller

Room);

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/meetings/kirkwood-room/

(Kirkwood

Room);

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/meetings/river-room-ii/ (River Room Two).
3. Also on January 17, I reviewed the following University websites regarding
advertising for groups and events, and observed that they identified the following
1
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benefits uniquely available to registered student organizations and/or University
departments:
a. Digital Displays. See https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/contact-us/
(“Digital Displays are reserved for Registered UI Student Organizations
and

Departments

only”);

see

also

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/policies/digital-display/ (explaining that the displays are “slides
[that] run on TV screens throughout the IMU building” and that
“[d]igital displays are a designated public forum for registered student
organizations and university departments”; website last updated Sept.
15, 2017).
b. Chalking. See https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/policies/chalking/
(“Chalking is defined as the marking of a surface with chalk in order to
publicize an upcoming event sponsored by a registered student
organization. . . . Only registered student organizations may chalk.”)
c. Ground

Floor

Displays.

See

https://md.studentlife.uiowa.edu/clients/imu-ground-floor-display-caseguidelines-and-policies/ (“Thank you for choosing to advertise your event
using the IMU ground floor displays! We’re excited to promote your
event and look forward to working with you! Registered student
organizations and University departments are allowed to reserve
display space on the ground floor of the Iowa Memorial Union (IMU). …
This is a great opportunity to get the word out about your event for an
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entire month and make students/faculty more aware of your student
organization or department!”).
d. Information

Tables.

See

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/advertising-and-promotion/information-tables/

(“Information

tables are provided so that registered student organizations and UI
departments may make contact with students for the dissemination of
information or to collect funds or other support (e.g., signatures,
supplies) from persons outside its membership. . . . University guests or
other non-university vendors or companies are not allowed at the
information tables for sales-related, fundraising, or commercial activity
without being sponsored by a registered student organization in good
standing with the Center for Student Involvement and Leadership”).
e. Bake Sales. See https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/advertising-andpromotion/information-tables/bake-sales/

(“Registered

student

organizations are permitted to conduct bakes sales in the IMU at
specified tabling areas or on Hubbard Park.”).
f. Hubbard

Park

Fence.

See

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/policies/hubbard-park-fence/ (“Three (3) spaces are available on
the Hubbard Park Fence for registered student organizations and
university departments to hang signs and/or banners for the purpose of
promoting special events or activities occurring on Hubbard Park or in
the Iowa Memorial Union.”).
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4. Also on January 17, I accessed each of the University websites listed below, all
of which identified additional benefits available uniquely to registered student
organizations.
a. Subsidized

space

rentals.

services/policies/student-organizations/

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event(“Registered

student

organizations in good standing with the Center for Student Involvement
and Leadership (CSIL) are eligible to reserve space and receive a
subsidized rate for use of the space”). Examples of subsidized rates
include:
i. The

Danforth

Chapel.

See

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/outdoor-spaces/danforth-chapel-2/ (free for registered
student organizations, $300 for the general public).
ii. The

Sunporch.

See

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/spaces/sunporch/ ($105 rate for registered student
organizations, $525 for the general public);
iii. The

Black

Box

Theater.

See

services/spaces/black-box-theater/

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event($100 rate

for registered

student organizations; $400 for the general public).
b. University

catering

discounts.

See

https://catering.uiowa.edu/students (“University Catering has a full
menu for student organizations at a discounted rate. . . . Student
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discounts are only offered to student organizations paying directly out
of their student account.”).
c. Discounts on audiovisual equipment rental and University
services. See https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-services/fees/ (listing dozens
of discounts for student organizations on a variety of equipment and
University services).
x

Rallies

and

demonstrations.

See

https://imu.uiowa.edu/event-

services/policies/rallies-and-demonstrations/ (“Student Organizations may
host a political rally or demonstration in Hubbard Commons, Hubbard Park,
and/or the South Lobby entrance (departments or university guests may not
conduct a rally or demonstration)”).
5. Also on January 17, I accessed the University’s OrgSync web site for registered
student groups, http://uiowa.orgsync.com/. I was unable to find a page for BLinC.
Using the “Browse Student Organizations” search bar on the website, I searched
under “Business Leaders in Christ,” “BLinC,” and also under the “Spiritual &
Religious” student-group category listed on the site.
6. On January 18, 2018, I accessed the University Housing & Dining Academic
Year

Room

Reservation

Policy

for

External

Groups,

which

http://cougar.its.uiowa.edu/extrmreq/rm_reserve_external_policy.pdf.

is

available

The

policy

states that non-hall recognized student groups are subject to space rental fees and
are also limited in how often they can rent space, when they can rent space, and the
specific types of space that they can rent.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best
of my knowledge.
Executed on this 18th day of January, 2018.
/s/ Daniel Blomberg
Daniel Blomberg
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION
)
BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST, an,
)
unincorporated association,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
)
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; LYN
)
REDINGTON, in her official capacity as
)
Dean of Students and in her individual
)
capacity; THOMAS R. BAKER, in his
)
official capacity as Assistant Dean of
)
Students and in his individual capacity; and )
WILLIAM R. NELSON, in his official
)
capacity as Executive Director, Iowa
)
Memorial Union, and in his individual
)
capacity,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

CASE NO. 3:17-CV-00080

DEFENDANTS’ ANSWER

COME NOW the Defendants and state:
1.

Paragraph 1 is denied.

2.

Paragraph 2 is admitted.

3.

Paragraph 3 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

4.

Paragraph 4 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

5.

Paragraph 5 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

6.

Paragraph 6 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

7.

Paragraph 7 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

8.

Paragraph 8 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

9.

Paragraph 9 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.
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10.

Paragraph 10 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

11.

Paragraph 11 is admitted.

12.

Paragraph 12 is denied.

13.

Paragraph 13 is denied.

14.

Paragraph 14 is denied.

15.

Paragraph 15 is denied.

16.

Paragraph 16 is denied.

17.

Paragraph 17 is denied.

18.

Paragraph 18 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

19.

Paragraph 19 is denied.

20.

Paragraph 20 is denied.

21.

Paragraph 21 is denied.

22.

Paragraph 22 is denied.

23.

Paragraph 23 is denied.

24.

Paragraph 24 is admitted.

25.

Paragraph 25 is admitted.

26.

Paragraph 26 is admitted.

27.

Paragraph 27 is admitted.

28.

Paragraph 28 is admitted.

29.

Paragraph 29 is admitted.

30.

Paragraph 30 is admitted.

31.

Paragraph 31 is denied.

32.

Paragraph 32 is admitted.
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33.

Paragraph 33 is admitted.

34.

Paragraph 34 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

35.

Paragraph 35 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

36.

Paragraph 36 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

37.

Paragraph 37 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

38.

Paragraph 38 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

39.

Paragraph 39 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

40.

Paragraph 40 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

41.

Paragraph 41 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

42.

Paragraph 42 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

43.

Paragraph 43 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

44.

Paragraph 44 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

45.

Paragraph 45 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

46.

Paragraph 46 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

47.

Paragraph 47 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

48.

Paragraph 48 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

49.

Paragraph 49 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

50.

Paragraph 50 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

51.

Paragraph 51 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

52.

Paragraph 52 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

53.

Paragraph 53 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

54.

Paragraph 54 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

55.

Paragraph 55 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.
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56.

Paragraph 56 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

57.

Paragraph 57 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

58.

Paragraph 58 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

59.

Paragraph 59 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

60.

Paragraph 60 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

61.

Paragraph 61 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

62.

Paragraph 62 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

63.

Paragraph 63 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

64.

Paragraph 64 is admitted.

65.

Paragraph 65 is admitted.

66.

Paragraph 66 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

67.

Paragraph 67 is admitted.

68.

Paragraph 68 is admitted.

69.

Paragraph 69 is admitted.

70.

Paragraph 70 is denied.

71.

Paragraph 71 is admitted.

72.

Paragraph 72 is admitted.

73.

Paragraph 73 is admitted.

74.

Paragraph 74 is admitted.

75.

Paragraph 75 is admitted.

76.

Paragraph 76 is admitted.

77.

Paragraph 77 is admitted.

78.

Paragraph 78 is admitted.

4
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79.

Paragraph 79 is denied.

80.

Paragraph 80 is denied.

81.

Paragraph 81 is admitted.

82.

Paragraph 82 is admitted.

83.

Paragraph 83 is denied.

84.

Paragraph 84 is denied.

85.

Paragraph 85 is admitted.

86.

Paragraph 86 is denied.

87.

Paragraph 87 is admitted.

88.

Paragraph 88 is admitted.

89.

Paragraph 89 is admitted.

90.

Paragraph 90 is admitted.

91.

Paragraph 91 is admitted.

92.

Paragraph 92 is admitted.

93.

Paragraphs 93a-l are admitted.

94.

Paragraph 94 is admitted.

95.

Paragraph 95 is admitted.

96.

Paragraph 96 is denied.

97.

Paragraph 97 is denied.

98.

Paragraph 98 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

99.

Paragraph 99 is denied.

100.

Paragraph 100 is admitted.

101.

Paragraph 101 is denied.

5
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102.

Paragraph 102 is denied.

103.

Paragraph 103 is admitted.

104.

Paragraph 104 is admitted.

105.

Paragraph 105 is admitted.

106.

Paragraph 106 is admitted.

107.

Paragraph 107 is admitted.

108.

Paragraph 108 is denied.

109.

Paragraph 109 is denied.

110.

Paragraph 110 is denied.

111.

Paragraph 111 is admitted.

112.

Paragraph 112 is admitted.

113.

Paragraph 113 is admitted.

114.

Paragraph 114 is admitted.

115.

Paragraph 115 is admitted.

116.

Paragraph 116 is denied.

117.

Paragraph 117 is admitted.

118.

Paragraph 118 is denied.

119.

Paragraph 119 is admitted.

120.

Paragraph 120 is denied.

121.

Paragraph 121 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

122.

Paragraph 122 is denied.

123.

Paragraph 123 is admitted.

124.

Paragraph 124 is admitted.

6
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125.

Paragraph 125 is admitted.

126.

Paragraph 126 is denied.

127.

Paragraph 127 is denied.

128.

Paragraph 128 is admitted.

129.

Paragraph 129 is denied.

130.

Paragraph 130 is admitted.

131.

Paragraph 131 is denied.

132.

Paragraph 132 is denied.

133.

Paragraph 133 is denied.

134.

Paragraph 134 is denied.

135.

Paragraph 135 is denied.

136.

Paragraph 136 is admitted.

137.

Paragraph 137 is admitted.

138.

Paragraph 138 is admitted.

139.

Paragraph 139 is admitted.

140.

Paragraph 140 is admitted.

141.

Paragraph 141 is denied.

142.

Paragraph 142 is denied.

143.

Paragraph 143 is admitted.

144.

Paragraph 144 is admitted.

145.

Paragraph 145 is admitted.

146.

Paragraph 146 is admitted.

147.

Paragraph 147 is denied.

7
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148.

Paragraph 148 is denied.

149.

In response to Paragraph 149, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 148 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
150.

Paragraph 150 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

151.

Paragraph 151 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

152.

Paragraph 152 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

153.

Paragraph 153 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

154.

Paragraph 154 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

155.

Paragraph 155 is denied.

156.

Paragraph 156 is denied.

157.

In response to Paragraph 157, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 156 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
158.

Paragraph 158 is denied.

159.

Paragraph 159 is denied.

160.

Paragraph 160 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

161.

Paragraph 161 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

162.

Paragraph 162 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

163.

Paragraph 163 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

164.

Paragraph 164 is denied.

165.

Paragraph 165 is denied.

166.

In response to Paragraph 166, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 165 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
167.

Paragraph 167 is denied.

8
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168.

Paragraph 168 is denied.

169.

Paragraph 169 is denied.

170.

Paragraph 170 is denied.

171.

Paragraph 171 is denied.

172.

Paragraph 172 is denied.

173.

Paragraph 173 is denied.

174.

Paragraph 174 is denied.

175.

Paragraph 175 is denied.

176.

Paragraph 176 is denied.

177.

Paragraph 177 is denied.

178.

Paragraph 178 is denied.

179.

In response to Paragraph 179, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 178 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
180.

Paragraph 180 is denied.

181.

Paragraph 181 is denied.

182.

Paragraph 182 is admitted.

183.

Paragraph 183 is denied.

184.

Paragraph 184 is denied.

185.

Paragraph 185 is denied.

186.

Paragraph 186 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

187.

Paragraph 187 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

188.

Paragraph 188 is denied.

189.

Paragraph 189 is denied.

9
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190.

Paragraph 190 is denied.

191.

Paragraph 191 is denied.

192.

Paragraph 192 is denied.

193.

In response to Paragraph 193, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 1592 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
194.

Paragraph 194 is admitted.

195.

Paragraph 195 is denied.

196.

Paragraph 196 is denied.

197.

Paragraph 197 is denied.

198.

Paragraph 198 is denied.

199.

In response to Paragraph 199, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 198 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
200.

Paragraph 200 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

201.

Paragraph 201 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

202.

Paragraph 202 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

203.

Paragraph 203 is denied.

204.

Paragraph 204 is denied.

205.

Paragraph 205 is denied.

206.

Paragraph 206 is denied.

207.

In response to Paragraph 207, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 206 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
208.

Paragraph 208 is denied.

209.

Paragraph 209 is denied.

10
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210.

Paragraph 210 is denied.

211.

Paragraph 211 is denied.

212.

Paragraph 212 is denied.

213.

In response to Paragraph 213, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 212 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
214.

Paragraph 214 is denied.

215.

Paragraph 215 is denied.

216.

Paragraph 216 is denied.

217.

Paragraph 217 is denied.

218.

Paragraph 218 is denied.

219.

Paragraph 219 is denied.

220.

In response to Paragraph 220, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 219 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
221.

Paragraph 221 is denied.

222.

Paragraph 222 is denied.

223.

Paragraph 223 is denied.

224.

Paragraph 224 is denied.

225.

In response to Paragraph 225, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 224 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
226.

Paragraph 226 is admitted.

227.

Paragraph 227 is denied.

228.

Paragraph 228 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

229.

Paragraph 229 is denied.

11
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230.

Paragraph 230 is denied.

231.

In response to Paragraph 231, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 230 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
232.

Paragraph 232 is admitted.

233.

Paragraph 233 is denied.

234.

Paragraph 234 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

235.

Paragraph 235 is denied.

236.

Paragraph 236 is denied.

237.

In response to Paragraph 237, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 236 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
238.

Paragraph 238 is admitted.

239.

Paragraph 239 is admitted.

240.

Paragraph 240 is denied.

241.

Paragraph 241 is denied.

242.

Paragraph 242 is denied.

243.

Paragraph 243 is denied.

244.

In response to Paragraph 244, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 143 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
245.

Paragraph 245 is admitted.

246.

Paragraph 246 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

247.

Paragraph 247 is denied.

248.

Paragraph 248 is denied.

249.

Paragraph 249 is denied.

12
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250.

Paragraph 250 is denied.

251.

In response to Paragraph 251, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 250 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
252.

Paragraph 252 is admitted.

253.

Paragraph 253 is denied.

254.

Paragraph 254 is denied.

255.

In response to Paragraph 255, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 254 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
256.

Paragraph 256 is denied.

257.

Paragraph 257 is denied.

258.

Paragraph 258 is denied.

259.

Paragraph 259 is denied.

260.

In response to Paragraph 260, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 259 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
261.

Paragraph 261 is denied.

262.

Paragraph 262 is denied.

263.

Paragraph 263 is denied.

264.

Paragraph 264 is denied.

265.

Paragraph 265 is denied.

266.

In response to Paragraph 266, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 265 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
267.

Paragraph 267 is denied.

268.

Paragraph 268 is denied.
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269.

Paragraph 269 is denied.

270.

Paragraph 270 is denied.

271.

Paragraph 271 is denied.

272.

Paragraph 272 is denied.

273.

In response to Paragraph 273, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 272 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
274.

Paragraph 274 is denied.

275.

Paragraph 275 is denied.

276.

Paragraph 276 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

277.

Paragraph 277 is denied.

278.

Paragraph 278 is denied.

279.

Paragraph 279 is denied.

280.

In response to Paragraph 280, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 279 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
281.

Paragraph 281 is denied.

282.

Paragraph 282 is denied.

283.

Paragraph 283 is denied.

284.

In response to Paragraph 284, the Defendants reincorporate their responses to

paragraphs 1 through 283 of the Petition as though fully set forth herein.
285.

Paragraph 285 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

286.

Paragraph 286 is denied for lack of information upon which to form a belief.

287.

Paragraph 287 is denied.

288.

Paragraph 288 is denied.

14
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289.

Paragraph 289 is denied.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1.

Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief may be granted.

2.

Defendants acted within their discretion in matters of academic concern.

3.

Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages.

4.

Defendants deny that any unlawful activity as asserted by Plaintiff in its

Complaint occurred.
5.

Any actions taken by the Defendants were taken for compelling or legitimate state

interests.
6.

The individual Defendants are entitled to qualified immunity.

7.

Plaintiff has failed to exhaust administrative remedies.

WHEREFORE, Defendants request the Court to dismiss Plaintiff’s Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial and assess the costs of this action to Plaintiff.
THOMAS J. MILLER
Attorney General of Iowa
/s/GEORGE A. CARROLL
George A. Carroll
Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
1305 East Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
PHONE: (515) 281-8583
FAX: (515) 281-7219
E-MAIL: George.carroll@ag.iowa.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS
Original filed electronically.
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Copy electronically served on all parties of record:
PROOF OF SERVICE
The undersigned certifies that the foregoing instrument was served upon
each of the persons identified as receiving a copy by delivery in the
following manner on January 18, 2018:
U.S. Mail
FAX
Hand Delivery
Overnight Courier
Federal Express
Other
ECF System Participant (Electronic Service)
Signature: /s/Betty Christensen
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
DAVENPORT DIVISION

1
2
3

BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,
4

Plaintiff,
5

VS.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; LYN
REDINGTON, in her official
capacity as Dean of Students
and in her individual
capacity; THOMAS BAKER, in
his official capacity as
Assistant Dean of Students
and in his individual
capacity; and WILLIAM NELSON,
in his official capacity as
Executive Director, Iowa
Memorial Union, and in his
individual capacity,

13

Defendants.

)
)
) ORIGINAL
)
) CIVIL NO. 3:16-cv-403
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
BEFORE THE HONORABLE STEPHANIE M. ROSE
Thursday, January 18, 2018; 8:29 a.m.
DAVENPORT, IOWA

21
22
23
24
25
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2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FOR THE PLAINTIFF:
THE BECKET FUND FOR RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
By:
ERIC S. BAXTER
DANIEL H. BLOMBERG
Attorneys at Law
1200 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, D.C. 20036
HAGENOW & GUSTOFF LLP
By:
MATT M. DUMMERMUTH
Attorney at Law
600 Oakland Road, N.E.
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

FOR THE DEFENDANTS:
IOWA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE
By:
GEORGE A. CARROLL
Assistant Attorney General
1305 East Walnut Street
Des Moines, IA 50319
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL - UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
By:
NATHAN LEVIN
Deputy Counsel
120 Jessup Hall
Five West Jefferson Street
Iowa City, IA 52242

20
21
22
23
24

LINDA FAUROTE-EGBERS, CSR 622(IA), FCRR, RMR
FEDERAL OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER
131 East Fourth Street
Davenport, Iowa 52801

25
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1

THE COURT:

Thank you.

You may be seated.

We are

2

here in the matter of Business Leaders in Christ versus The

3

University of Iowa.

4

by Matt Dummermuth, Daniel Blomberg --

Business Leaders in Christ are represented

5

MR. BLOMBERG:

6

THE COURT:

7
8
9
10

Blomberg.

-- and Eric Baxter.

The University of

Iowa is represented by George Carroll and Nathan Levin.
We are here for purposes of oral argument on
Plaintiff's Motion for Preliminary Injunction.

Which counsel on

behalf of the Plaintiff will be doing the primary argument?

11

MR. BAXTER:

12

THE COURT:

I will be arguing, Your Honor.
Each party, as you know from the e-mail we

13

sent earlier, will have 30 minutes.

14

however you wish to allot your time.

15

and you are welcome to argue from the desk or from the podium,

16

whichever is most comfortable for you is fine.

17

MR. BAXTER:

18

Your Honor.

19

Leaders in Christ.

20

You can allot your time
I have read the materials

Thank you, Your Honor.

Good morning,

Eric Baxter on behalf of the Plaintiff, Business

Business Leaders in Christ, as you know, is a small

21

religious student group at the University of Iowa.

There are

22

over 500 student groups at the University of Iowa and all of

23

them are allowed to select leaders who embrace their mission.

24

Only BLinC, our client, has been asked to revise its beliefs and

25

change its pattern for selecting leaders if it wants to
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1

participate on campus in the same way that every other student

2

group is allowed to do.
Under normal circumstances this case would fall

3
4

clearly under the Healy versus -- the Healy versus James line of

5

cases, Healy, Widmar, and Rosenberger where the Court has said

6

no matter how abhorrent a student group's views are, in Healy it

7

involved, you know, the group refused to say that it wouldn't

8

engage in violence, the Court said no matter how abhorrent we

9

think their views are, you cannot target a group because of its

10
11

beliefs.
Now, that raises the question how does this fit within

12

the CLS v Martinez case that the Supreme Court issued in 2010

13

and notably the University of Iowa didn't even raise this case

14

in its Response Brief and that's because when you look closely

15

at that case, it is clear that it has no application here.

16

case is a very unique case where the Court said we have a very

17

unusual policy here where the University has required all

18

student groups to allow anybody who comes to participate on a --

19

on a full basis, they call it an all-comers policy, where the

20

Democrats had to let in Republicans, pro-choice had to let in

21

pro-lifers, presumably the sororities would have to let in

22

fraternities under this stipulation that the Court bound the

23

parties to because everybody has to accept anybody who comes

24

along and the Court started by saying well, what is the standard

25

of review that would apply here because this is a speech case

That
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1

where you would normally have strict scrutiny which would

2

require the government to show a compelling government interest

3

that is being applied in the least intrusive way possible, but

4

we also have this, you know, limited forum where a University is

5

a unique context where they opened it up for special purposes

6

which has a slightly lower standard of showing that there's a

7

reasonable connection between the restriction being placed and

8

the purposes of the University's forum and then you have to show

9

there's a viewpoint neutrality and the Court said well, in this

10

unique circumstance where you are at a University and we are not

11

really trying to force them to shut down, we are just not going

12

to, quote, subsidize them anymore, said the Court, we are going

13

to apply the lower standard.

14

about the standard.

15

That whole discussion is just

We agree for purposes of this Motion that there's a

16

limited public forum, that the Court can apply the standard that

17

applies to limited public forums, that is that you have to show

18

a reasonableness between the restriction and the University's

19

purposes and you have to show that there's no viewpoint

20

discrimination; but with all of that, you know, the Affidavit

21

that the University filed last night suggesting that they

22

somehow can do whatever they want because they're not -- they've

23

allowed these other opportunities, there are still other

24

opportunities for BLinC to communicate its message really

25

reveals a deep misunderstanding of the CLS versus Martinez case.
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1

In the first place, the Declaration is misleading

2

because -- and we just submitted, I'm sorry, Your Honor, we

3

didn't have time to print copies from the hotel, but they're

4

basically saying that these other opportunities, the BLinC can

5

pay 150 to $500 an event to rent a room, it can't use the

6

electronic digital boards, can't even chalk on campus, all of

7

these things are reserved strictly for student organizations so

8

-- for registered student organizations so on that level alone

9

the Declaration fails; but on a deeper level it shows a deep

10

misunderstanding of the CLS v Martinez case because in that case

11

the Court applied that analysis of saying well, there are still

12

other opportunities and the University is just denying the

13

subsidy, it is not really trying to shut them down, that was all

14

just part of the analysis for the Court to say well, what is the

15

standard of review that we apply and once we decide what the

16

standard of review is, reasonableness and no viewpoint

17

discrimination, that standard still applies here.

18

invitation for the University to do whatever it wants to the

19

student group and that's basically the tenet of the entire CLS v

20

Martinez case which, of course, we have very unique

21

circumstances here with this all-comers policy where because

22

every group is required to receive everybody who comes, there's

23

no need to discuss viewpoint discrimination.

24

need not dwell on that here because there can be no distinction

25

between the groups based on their message or perspective under

It is not an

The Court says we
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1

an all-comers policy; but if you don't have that, then you still

2

have to show viewpoint discrimination so almost all of the

3

analysis in that Court's opinion is really just about well, is

4

there a reasonable connection between what the University is

5

trying to accomplish and the restriction it's imposing and the

6

Court basically applies a rational basis side of analysis and

7

says it is reasonable and we don't have to get into viewpoint

8

discrimination so there are I think two or three major points in

9

CLS v Martinez that distinguish it.

10

First, the Court said in any other case, even if there

11

are alternative challenges, and this is at page 690 of the

12

opinion, that would not cure the Constitutional shortcoming if

13

there's viewpoint discrimination.

14

that and we're not even sure that this would apply when it comes

15

to leadership.

16

attempt to be a hostile takeover, we don't think that's very

17

likely in the first place, but if it were to happen, we are sure

18

the University would, quote, revisit its policy to make sure

19

that students can control the message that their group is trying

20

to convey and Justice Kennedy, whose opinion controls, says that

21

there would be a substantial case if the all-comers policy were

22

used to challenge group leadership and reiterated the Court's

23

statement that who speaks on behalf of the group colors the

24

message that is conveyed so again, the Court, in CLS v Martinez,

25

was emphasizing over and over this is a very unusual case.

The Court then goes on to say

The majority says, you know, if there were an

When
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1

you have an all-comers policy, there's no need to discuss

2

viewpoint discrimination.

3

to apply an all-comers policy to leadership issues and then the

4

Court goes on to say and we agree, this may not even be

5

advisable, but it doesn't mean it is not permissible, so talking

6

about this is not necessarily a policy that reflects well on the

7

University so this -- the facts of BLinC's case completely flip

8

Martinez on its head.

9

In fact, the policy it has is the exact opposite of an

10
11

Even then we're nervous when you try

It does not have an all-comers policy.

all-comers policy.
When you look at the registered student organization

12

policy, which is attached to Exhibit A of the Baxter

13

Declaration, at page two of the printoff, it says that the

14

purposes are to allow like-minded students to join together, it

15

allows you to limit membership, not just leadership, but

16

membership to people who share the goals and beliefs of the

17

organization.

18

In the -- in the related policy on religious diversity

19

which is attached as Exhibit B to my Declaration on page one of

20

that printoff, it says that the purpose is to advance religious

21

diversity and that the University will not engage in

22

discrimination on the -- on the basis of religious viewpoint so

23

this is the exact opposite policy of what was in CLS.

24
25

In CLS the University's main priority was promoting
tolerance, inclusion, forcing students into the same groups to
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1

debate within them, whereas the University of Iowa's policy is

2

the traditional policy that has prevailed on University campuses

3

for centuries, you know, in the Tocquevillesque style of

4

allowing students to form associations to -- with like-minded

5

people who share their beliefs and goals and allow those

6

associations to then express their views, compete against each

7

other in the marketplace of idea, and expose students to a wide

8

variety of ideas and to challenge their thinking and help them

9

prepare to live in the real world so a very different policy, so

10

under the standard then, turning to the forum standard, the

11

limited public forum, we have to ask well, is what the

12

University is doing, you know, imposing a restriction with the

13

nondiscrimination policy, is that restriction reasonable in

14

light of the purposes of -- the purposes of the University in

15

opening the forum.

16

Now, if -- if the University applies the policy as it

17

says it does in writing, that is distinguishing between status

18

and belief, then they're probably, you know, we're not

19

questioning the reasonableness of -- of asking groups not to

20

discriminate in most circumstances on the basis of status and if

21

you look at -- the policy itself is very clear that it makes

22

that status belief distinction.

23

The restriction says that organizations must be open

24

to all students without regard to race, creed, color, and then

25

goes on to list all the categories, or any other category that
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deprives the person of consideration as an individual, that is

2

who they are.

3

sets up a very clear contrast between belief and status and that

4

is exactly how the University has applied the policy now for

5

decades.

Not what they believe, but who they are, and that

6

We have the letter of Dean Baker from 2004 where CLS

7

faced the exact same issue as here where they were -- they had

8

concerns about being able to restrict membership based on --

9

that was membership, not just leadership as here, but restrict

10

membership based on their religious beliefs and in his letter,

11

Dean Baker said the Human Rights Policy does not prohibit

12

student groups from establishing membership criteria.

13

entitled to require a Statement of Faith as a precondition for

14

joining the group.

15

Statement of Faith would not violate the Human Rights Policy.

16

He says the distinction between class characteristics such as

17

race and gender on the one hand and personal conduct of those --

18

implicit in the Human Rights Policy is the distinction between

19

class characteristics and conduct.

20

required to condone the behavior of students after they join the

21

group if they engage in conduct that was contrary to the purpose

22

of the organization and the Statement of Faith.

23

dismissed as members; and then again, he emphasizes this belief

24

conduct -- or belief status distinction saying your group may

25

not, however, refuse to accept as a member a homosexual law

They're

Asking prospective members to sign a

He says CLS would not be

They may be
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student who professes to be a Christian and is prepared to sign

2

your organization's Statement of Faith and observe the CLS group

3

rules of behavior and he goes on for the whole page, that's the

4

Kim Colby Declaration, the exhibit attached there to that

5

letter; and the second page of that is -- goes on at length

6

talking about the policy makes this status belief distinction

7

and that's how the University -- there are lots of groups, Imam

8

Mahdi, a Muslim group, has a requirement that its members live

9

by the Islamic principles concerning major and minor sin,

10

Feminist Majority requires students to accept belief in the

11

importance of access to abortion and contraception, and the list

12

could go on and on.

13

of a number of religious organizations indicated they require

14

their leaders to file -- to affirm that they abide by the

15

group's beliefs.

16

The Amicus Brief that was filed on behalf

In the meeting with our clients on September 1st, Dr.

17

-- or Dean Baker and Dr. Nelson started the meeting by saying we

18

understand we can't force a group to select leaders who don't

19

share its beliefs.

20

to accept climate deniers as their leaders and your organization

21

can require its leaders to abide by your tenets as well and the

22

clients went on at length with the University officials talking

23

about making sure we want to screen for people who share our

24

beliefs and are willing to live by them, belief and conduct, but

25

we don't care about their status.

We would never force an environmental group

Anybody can join because
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2

irregardless of their status.
In his letter to Dean Redington, BLinC's president

3

Jake Estell said, you know, under our policy, students who

4

identify as homosexual can be members and leaders of BLinC if

5

they affirm its beliefs and agree to live by them.

6

page nine of that letter, moreover, BLinC has repeatedly made

7

clear that students who identify as gay or lesbian are eligible

8

to serve as leaders so long as they affirm and live by BLinC's

9

Christian and religious beliefs; and then after that meeting,

Again, at

10

Dr. Nelson sent a letter to the clients saying submit a new

11

constitution, told them at the meeting that's fine, we agree

12

that that's acceptable under our policy, we just want you to

13

make clear so the students know coming in what they are getting

14

into, that they may not be able to serve as leaders and he sent

15

a follow-up letter that said make sure your letter says that

16

they are not categorically eliminated or ask questions that are

17

not -- you have to ask questions that are not presumptive, for

18

example, of sexual orientation and that's what already was in

19

the Statement of Faith.

20

students in general terms to turn away from sin and to accept

21

Christ as a savior and to receive His grace; but to follow the

22

direction given by the University, our clients added a statement

23

saying here are some other standards of conduct ranging from,

24

you know, not -- not participating in pornography, being honest,

25

not being racist, you know, a whole standard of ideals for

The Statement of Faith just required
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Christian living, including the statement that marriage -- God's

2

intention for sex is between married -- for marriage between a

3

man and a woman which is not presumptive about anyone's sexual

4

orientation.

5

heterosexual and homosexual, and it does not categorically

6

assume anything about the leader so they followed precisely the

7

instructions that were given to them and then the next thing

8

they knew, they have been denied registration and in doing this

9

in complete, you know, in complete contrast to what happened in

It applies to single and married, it applies to

10

CLS v Martinez where there was an all-comers policy, the

11

University specifically engaged in viewpoint discrimination.

12

It said you must revise your Statement of Belief

13

because it is discriminatory on its face so presumably if BLinC

14

would have resubmitted a constitution with a statement that we

15

affirm that God's intention for sex is between any two

16

consenting adults, apparently the University would have accepted

17

that and, in fact, that's exactly what Marcus Miller, the

18

student who filed the original complaint against BLinC did, he

19

started his own organization that said the purpose of this

20

organization is to affirm -- is to be gay affirming in contrast

21

with the religious organizations that have taken a different

22

approach against our members so you have a clear example here of

23

one viewpoint being allowed, another viewpoint being penalized,

24

and the client being told if you want to remain on campus, you

25

have to revise that belief so this takes us completely out of
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the CLS v Martinez realm and puts it completely back into the

2

Healy versus James, the Widmar, and the Rosenberger where the

3

University is targeting a single organization because of its

4

beliefs.

5

Now, that, of course, leads directly into -- I think

6

that that answers the first three questions that the Court had

7

about CLS v Martinez and the forum analysis and then the -- Your

8

Honor asked if -- if there was a student group based on atheism,

9

if that sought registration and required its leaders to refrain

10

from praying, reading the Bible or other religious texts,

11

attending religious worship services, would the University be

12

required to deny its application.

13

other group under the limited forum doctrine.

14

Absolutely, just like any

It would make -- I don't even understand how it

15

violates the policy because the policy as written says that it

16

only prohibits status based discrimination and the University

17

hasn't denied any of that.

18

facts, they haven't retracted anything that was said at any of

19

the meetings, they haven't denied what was said in the CLS

20

letter, they have completely let all of that go and never

21

address then under what policy are you penalizing BLinC and it

22

underscores that what is going on here is hostility towards the

23

religious belief and Hosanna-Tabor, the 2012 Supreme Court

24

decision that was decided unanimously holding that the

25

government cannot interfere in the selection of religious

They haven't denied any of the
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leaders further underscores that as do the decisions for secular

2

organizations like an atheist group, the Hurley decision and the

3

Boy Scouts versus Dale where the Court -- or Dale versus Boy

4

Scouts of America where the Court said even in a secular

5

context, you cannot force a group to accept members or leaders

6

to the extent it would -- it would interfere with their ability

7

to express a message and under Hosanna-Tabor that's an absolute

8

protection for religious organizations where the Court said that

9

they have -- the First Amendment gives special solicitude to

10
11

religious organizations.
THE COURT:

Hosanna has never been applied in this

12

manner though.

13

defense where there is a Plaintiff who is an employee who was in

14

a ministerial position within a religious institution who is

15

suing a Defendant employer who is a religious institution.

16

don't have those facts.

17

It has always been used as an affirmative

MR. BAXTER:

I disagree, Your Honor.

We

Hosanna-Tabor in

18

that case was not -- it was an ADA case, there are -- the

19

ministerial exception -- Hosanna-Tabor itself did not rely on

20

employment-like decisions at all, it relied on the church

21

autonomy doctrine, citing Watson v Jones, Kedroff, Milivojevich,

22

all those cases were property dispute cases where the Court said

23

you -- the government cannot interfere in the internal affairs

24

and decision making of a religious organization and Courts have

25

applied that in cases -- a wide range of cases involving
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employment disputes, defamation claims, overtime claims,

2

contract disputes, and I have a list of citations.

3

help, Your Honor, I would be happy to submit a supplemental

4

briefing showing the wide range of areas which this applies and

5

we are applying this defensively.

6

to the University's action against us, brought an investigation

7

against us, we defensively raised the ministerial exception.

8
9
10

THE COURT:

If it would

We applied this in response

Do any of those cases extend to student

organizations?
MR. BAXTER:

I'm not -- well, the Conlon -- the Conlon

11

case out of the Seventh Circuit, Your Honor, was applied to

12

IVCF, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, where the Court said

13

this is a categorical exception.

14

The Court can simply never get involved in a religious

15

organization's affairs.

16

You can -- it can be waived.

Hosanna-Tabor itself, if you look at the concurrence

17

by Justice -- Justice Alito and Justice Kagan, they said

18

ministerial -- ministerial exception is misleading.

19

about ministers, it is about anyone who leads, has

20

responsibility for leading the affairs of a religious

21

organization.

22

to be a synagogue or a mosque, there are cases applying it to

23

nursing homes, I had a list here, I am trying to find the --

24

nursing home, communications director for both, you know,

25

interns, employees, volunteers, anything that goes to the heart

It is not

It doesn't have to be a church, is doesn't have
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of how a religious organization conducts its religious affairs.

2

The IVCF versus Conlon case, let me see if I can find

3

the citation here, 777 F.3d 829, I'm sorry, it's Sixth Circuit,

4

2015.

5
6
7

THE COURT:

Do any of those cases involve state-funded

organizations?
MR. BAXTER:

I, you know, that's never come up in a

8

case, there's no -- and the Trinity Lutheran decision I think,

9

you know, removes that consideration that you aren't -- you

10

cannot be penalized from participating in generally available

11

funding or other government programs simply because of your

12

religious status so again, you know, a nursing home presumably

13

is receiving HHS funding so there's no basis for -- the Court

14

has just simply said categorically the First Amendment puts

15

religious organizations aside on a pedestal and that's aside

16

from the limited forum doctrine.

17

under the fact that the University is open to limited public

18

forum and it is engaging in viewpoint discrimination but the

19

Hosanna-Tabor ministerial exception doctrine also clearly

20

applies in this situation; and with that, Your Honor, I will

21

reserve the remainder of my time for rebuttal.

22

THE COURT:

23

behalf of the State?

24

MR. CARROLL:

25

THE COURT:

Okay.

The Court can resolve this

Mr. Carroll, are you arguing on

Yes, I am.
Okay.
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MR. CARROLL:

I want to begin with arguing what the

2

proper standard is at this stage for a temporary injunction.

3

Obviously the Eighth Circuit standard is Dataphase, but there

4

has been a modification to Dataphase.

5

If the challenge is to a policy of regulation or

6

statute that is the result of a reasoned Democratic process, and

7

I have laid out in our brief that the University of Iowa was

8

created by the Iowa Constitution as a separate entity, it is

9

then governed by the Board of Regents, the Board of Regents is a

10

nine-member body that are appointed by the Governor of Iowa

11

subject to approval by the Iowa Senate, therefore then the Board

12

of Regents becomes the administrative agency similar to numerous

13

agencies within state and federal government.

14

The Board of Regents has authorized the University of

15

Iowa to create an operations manual consistent with state law,

16

federal law, and University and Board of Regents' policies.

17

addition, the Board of Regents has the absolute authority to

18

rescind any policy implemented by the University of Iowa that is

19

contrary to its policy, state law, or federal law.

20

In

In this case the University of Iowa created the

21

operations manual clause that is at dispute which is the

22

nondiscrimination clause on behalf of the University of Iowa

23

impacting faculty, students, staff, even third-party members

24

that are on campus so therefore the University of Iowa contends

25

that this case fits under the modified Dataphase which is the
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Planned Parenthood decision where the Court presumes the policy

2

itself is constitutional and requires the movant at this stage,

3

so BLinC, to demonstrate more than a fair chance of success, a

4

likelihood chance of success on the merits as we go down the

5

road, and I believe that distinction is important for the

6

Court's standard of review.

7

BLinC's response was this is just an informal policy,

8

it doesn't fit under Planned Parenthood, and I submit it is more

9

than that because the Board of Regents governs the University of

10

Iowa, they have the absolute right to step in and revoke that

11

policy, they have not and therefore it is part of a reasoned

12

Democratic process.

13
14
15

THE COURT:

Do you have any case law that supports

that analysis?
MR. CARROLL:

I do not.

I am relying on the Iowa

16

Constitution to create Iowa and then the statute that creates

17

the Board of Regents; but I fully recognize that this is a

18

different area, it is not like an administrative agency action

19

that had public input, but I do believe it is a fair argument in

20

light of how the University operates.

21

Factually the Court had asked me to address in part

22

what place does the argument, Plaintiff's argument, that the

23

University is inconsistent when it applies the Human Rights

24

Policy; but there is nothing in the record to suggest we apply

25

it inconsistently.
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What we have in this case in the record is a complaint

2

by a student who has clearly -- and a formal complaint by a

3

student who is clearly protected by University policies and the

4

nondiscrimination policy.

5

the University of Iowa had an absolute obligation to investigate

6

it and resolve it one way or the other.

7

Once he filed that formal complaint,

In this case factually it was resolved against BLinC,

8

they were informed of the resolution, they were informed of a

9

possible solution, ultimately the University said we do not

10

accept your solution, our sanctions will stay in place.

11

chose not to pursue this to the Board of Regents, which they

12

have the absolute right to do, and they had -- and they were

13

notified of that absolute right so there is nothing in this

14

record to suggest Iowa has applied the policy inconsistently.

15

There's no example by BLinC that another group, a sorority, a

16

fraternity, another religious group had a formal complaint and

17

it was resolved differently.

18

THE COURT:

BLinC

Is it your belief that a formal complaint

19

has to be filed before the University looks at and observes its

20

own Human Rights Policy?

21

MR. CARROLL:

It is not my belief or my argument.

It

22

is to the extent that they've argued we're applying it

23

inconsistently.

24

auditing all these groups.

25

like in an employment setting, we rely on employees to bring the

Now, the fact of the matter is we are not
We do rely on, for example, even
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problem to our attention to react appropriately so there's been

2

no example of you forced this leader on us or look at this other

3

group, they're discriminatory, why aren't you going after them;

4

but we don't have, generally speaking, an audit procedure, but

5

what we do have is a procedure where they submit their bylaws,

6

they meet the Guidelines, and then they're recognized -- they're

7

not recognized, they're a registered student organization.

8
9

THE COURT:

What about -- what about one of the ones

that the Plaintiff did flag for you that certainly would appear

10

to have a policy that would violate this same Human Rights

11

Policy that the University of Iowa has and that's the Islamic

12

organization that requires all of its -- well, requires people

13

for full membership to be Muslim.

14

MR. CARROLL:

Yes, but what we don't have -- we're not

15

applying it inconsistently because a non-Muslim hasn't attempted

16

to join the group.

17

THE COURT:

But you are aware that by their own

18

constitution that violates the Human Rights Policy of the

19

University of Iowa, correct?

20

MR. CARROLL:

Arguably it does because of the fact

21

that you have to have a specific religious belief.

What the

22

University is saying is -- and really along with somewhat of the

23

Martinez case is there's no evidence here that there's been a

24

student trying to take a leadership position and/or even a

25

member that has said well, I want to be part of this group and
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2

they are denying it to me.
THE COURT:

And to be clear, I -- the formal name of

3

that group is the Imam Mahdi organization; but has the

4

University of Iowa ever denied an organization the right to

5

become a registered student organization based upon the

6

constitution that was submitted?

7

MR. CARROLL:

8

THE COURT:

9

MR. CARROLL:

10
11

Based upon the students' constitution?
Yes.
Not that I know, but there's multiple

applications so I can't answer that yes or no.
THE COURT:

Has the University of Iowa ever revoked an

12

organization -- student organization's registration after a

13

complaint other than the one in this case?

14

MR. CARROLL:

The University has worked with other

15

organizations to make them compliant with the general

16

nondiscrimination statute, excuse me, the internal policy.

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. CARROLL:

19

How often has that happened?
Well, not very often.

I am going to say

a handful, by one hand.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. CARROLL:

Over what period of time?
The period of time would probably be --

22

I'm going to go off my background so I am going to say in the

23

last 25 years.

24
25

THE COURT:

Okay.

So then I am going to assume that

it is rare that you have student complaints?
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MR. CARROLL:

2

THE COURT:

It is rare.
So you have had I assume less than five or

3

five or less complaints in the last 25 years from students about

4

student organizations?

5

MR. CARROLL:

Well, related to this argument.

We have

6

had -- we have had complaints that are, for example, hazing,

7

things like that.

8
9
10
11

THE COURT:

Okay.

So related to an allegation that

somebody's Constitutional rights are being violated because of a
membership policy of a particular student organization?
MR. CARROLL:

And I am not even asserting that it is a

12

Constitutional complaint.

13

-- the same way the student brought it to our attention through

14

some kind of complaint procedure so they're not necessarily like

15

BLinC, you're basically violating my First Amendment rights.

16

There have been complaints that are saying this group has been

17

discriminatory under the University policy, but never this

18

specific to the First Amendment.

19
20

THE COURT:

It is a complaint about essentially

Right, but certainly things like this

organization won't allow members of this particular race or --

21

MR. CARROLL:

22

THE COURT:

Right.
-- this organization won't allow

23

membership of this particular whatever, age or whatever the rule

24

might be, and there are, according to Mr. Baxter, at least

25

around 500 student organizations at the University of Iowa, are
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2
3

those -- all of those are registered student organizations?
MR. CARROLL:

I will have to -- excuse me.

I will

have to check.

4

Yes, that is an accurate factual statement.

5

THE COURT:

Okay.

So having had, for instance, this

6

other group's constitution brought to your attention, has the

7

University of Iowa taken any steps to ensure that that

8

organization has modified its constitution in order to meet the

9

Human Rights Policy?

10

MR. CARROLL:

My understanding is we have not, but in

11

one sense that now that this issue is brought to this light, the

12

University is looking at groups, for example, I think they point

13

out, you know, we have -- the University of Iowa has a

14

registered student organization that's all-male choir so we are

15

-- we are going through these as we speak, but at the same time,

16

you know, I understand the significance of this issue, it is a

17

large University with a lot of student organizations, and it is

18

somewhat complaint driven.

19

be in the male choir, then we would -- then we would focus in on

20

the issues.

21

THE COURT:

If we had a female that applied to

And I understand the practical reasons for

22

being complaint driven; but do you have any case law that would

23

support the idea that it is not an arbitrary enforcement when

24

your only action to enforce it comes when somebody complains?

25

MR. CARROLL:

I do not have specific case law other
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than, you know, that the standard arbitrary and capricious is --

2

was it arbitrary for the University of Iowa to respond to a

3

specific complaint?

4

it arbitrary not to go now and read all these constitutional

5

organizations -- or the bylaws of these organizations and I

6

don't believe that's arbitrary in the context of what arbitrary

7

means.

8
9
10
11

Absolutely not.

So then the argument is is

The University of Iowa is looking at things, but to
exactly answer your question, we don't -- I don't have case law
to say we don't have to go out and look at all this.
THE COURT:

I'm sorry.

Give me just a moment here to

12

find a page.

13

Docket 7-4 and at page 36 of 48, it is a letter to Dean -- to

14

the Dean from Becket which lists this Islamic organization

15

specifically and lists the concern that it requires members who

16

are Shia Muslims so the University of Iowa has had that

17

information for at least at this point two and a half months.

18

In the context of a Motion for Preliminary Injunction, you

19

haven't taken any action at all to ensure that that particular

20

group is running a constitutional organization?

21
22

And here I'm looking at what is in the record as

MR. CARROLL:

We haven't taken any action to --

against the organization.

23

THE COURT:

24

MR. CARROLL:

25

THE COURT:

To unregister them or anything else?
Right.
Okay.

That's correct.

Then how do you respond to the
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2

Plaintiff's concerns that you have singled them out?
MR. CARROLL:

Well, I think that the initial response

3

is we had a student complaint so we had to respond to that

4

complaint and we're not targeting their religious belief, we're

5

attempting to apply the nondiscrimination policies of the

6

University of Iowa.

7

Now, if the response here is the University of Iowa

8

needs to go back today and look at all these constitutions, then

9

maybe that's it; but right now we're looking at what the

10

University of Iowa did to BLinC and I submit that it wasn't

11

arbitrary to look at this complaint and try to work through it

12

and initially work through it with BLinC.

13

THE COURT:

And this isn't necessarily an attack

14

against the University for how it handled administratively the

15

issue as it arose a year ago, but -- well, or six months ago;

16

but having had this kind of information brought to the

17

University's attention, I think there's an expectation there

18

when you're looking at enforcement in the context of a

19

Preliminary Injunction that the University would at least act on

20

and consider this to be a complaint.

21

It is clearly articulated.

The Plaintiffs haven't asked you to go through all

22

500, I am not asking you to go through all 500, but it doesn't

23

seem unreasonable that you would at least pull up the one that

24

pretty clearly is in violation of your policy that they

25

highlighted for you two and a half months ago.
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MR. CARROLL:

1

I mean, my response is, you know, we

2

received the letter from a lawyer, should the University of Iowa

3

follow it up?

Perhaps.

THE COURT:

4

Okay.

The parties have not talked here

5

much about the other aspect of the Statement of Faith at issue

6

here as it relates to transgendered students.

7

arguments that you would like to highlight on that issue?

8

think most of the parties' analysis and discussion at this point

9

has related to issues involving gay or lesbian students.

Do you have any
I

Would

10

you like to raise any issues with respect to the transgender

11

issue?
MR. CARROLL:

12

Well, I think what I -- yes, in the

13

sense of we have the nondiscrimination policy that would apply

14

equally across campus.

15

would arise, it may arise in sororities, it may arise in

16

fraternities, it may arise in the music group I mentioned, and,

17

you know, to be honest, the response is that we do -- we would

18

look into these things and the fact of the matter is it is

19

somewhat of a complaint-driven process.

20

it is.

21

To the extent the transgender issue

I mean, that's the way

I would like to next address -- even if this Court

22

applies the strict scrutiny analysis, what I view is the

23

conflict here, it boils down to two things.

24

telling BLinC who can be their leaders because that's really

25

what they're doing, they're saying an openly gay member can

One, are we really
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1

join, but now our leadership is a different component, so they,

2

you know, invoke the ministerial exemption; but what -- we're

3

not entangling ourselves in their leadership decisions.

4

are saying is you can't use a protected status to deny a member

5

on one hand, but then on the other hand you have the First

6

Amendment, so you're sitting with a potential compelling state

7

interest which is clearly adopted by the 14th Amendment and the

8

cases I cited having to do with same-sex marriage are to point

9

out now under the U.S. and the Iowa Constitution, same-sex

What we

10

marriage is a fundamental right, a Constitutionally fundamental

11

right protected by the United States 14th Amendment and then the

12

Iowa Constitution Equal Protection Clause so when we look at the

13

final analysis, the Court has to decide do we have a compelling

14

state interest to do what we have done even though we're

15

infringing in part or arguably on the First Amendment right of

16

freedom of religion and association and in this case I submit

17

that the compelling state interest to end discrimination on

18

registered student organizations is sufficient to withstand

19

where we are right now which is a temporary injunction hearing

20

to say that there isn't the necessary and likely chance of

21

success in this case or even a fair chance of success because

22

the Court has to balance the interest of the University of Iowa

23

to enforce essentially state and federal law in a way, you know,

24

if you do the strict scrutiny analysis, of course, you know, it

25

is compelling state interest, I believe we have demonstrated
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1

that, and then you really look to the least -- is it the least

2

restrictive alternative.

3

Well, it is in the sense of there's no way to enforce

4

nondiscrimination policies internally and in this case we're not

5

-- we're not necessarily enforcing a policy as in Hosanna where

6

it was an affirmative defense to an ADA claim, we are simply

7

saying if you are going to be a registered student organization,

8

then -- and there are rights that come with that, then you need

9

to abide by what we believe to be a compelling state interest

10

and so therefore, you know, we merge into the cases that talk

11

about can you condition, you know, it is essentially called the

12

unconstitutional conditional privilege which is can you

13

condition state funds that may infringe on a group's

14

Constitutional rights.

15

In the Trinity Lutheran case, the Missouri state law

16

specifically said this generally available funding is not

17

available for any religious group and that case factually

18

involved a playground -- applying for playground grants.

19

In this case the -- BLinC has voluntarily chosen to

20

participate in a registered student organization and seek

21

funding from the University of Iowa and that kind of condition

22

has been upheld by the Courts that say we're not infringing on

23

your right to do what you want, we are conditioning the use of

24

state funds for things that clearly violate.

25

violates the Iowa Constitution and the U.S. Constitution, not

Now it is clear it
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1

just, you know, the University of Iowa operations manual.

The

2

fact of the matter is they want state -- they want the State of

3

Iowa to fund what is fundamentally discriminatory and so when we

4

look at it from that point of view, the Court has to decide

5

which -- honestly which element is going to prevail here.

6

mean, is it the First Amendment, does the First Amendment

7

absolutely trump the 14th Amendment and that is really the

8

quandary that the University of Iowa finds itself in in this

9

case.

I

When we try to apply what we believe is the proper

10
11

legal standard under state, federal law, and the Constitutions,

12

then maybe we're running afoul of the First Amendment and the

13

cases suggest that, in fact, if we're not directly infringing on

14

their rights, but we're simply talking about state funding, you

15

know, the Trinity Lutheran essentially was targeting religious

16

groups.

17

essentially applies to every group on campus, let alone faculty,

18

students, and staff.

19

THE COURT:

This policy does not target religious groups.

And I don't disagree.

It

I think it is a

20

neutral policy, I think it is a good policy, I think the State

21

has compelling interests in ensuring that there's not

22

discrimination taking place on the basis of gender identity and

23

sexual orientation, I think all of that is absolutely true.

24

think the First Amendment has to give way and the case law

25

clearly says it has to give way under the Free Exercise Clause

I
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1
2

for neutral and generally applicable laws.
The problem here is what we spent the bulk of our

3

early argument talking about is that it can't be a neutral and

4

generally applicable law if it is being selectively enforced and

5

so to me the turning question for this matter is is the

6

University evenly enforcing this policy against all student

7

groups or just this one.

8
9

Now, the University's response to that has been we
only take this up when we get a complaint and we rarely, if

10

ever, get a complaint.

11

a process, and this was the answer.

12

was anything necessarily wrong with that process.

13

We got a complaint here, we went through
Again, I don't think there

What I do think the problem becomes is then when

14

you're handed information that clearly shows there are other

15

organizations in violation of the same policy, when you don't

16

bother to do anything about that information.

17

Now, of course, we are not deciding this case, you

18

know, looking at every single organization, we're at a very

19

preliminary stage.

20

Injunction.

21

that it may be later down the road as we litigate these matters.

22

This is a request for Preliminary

Standards are different than it will be at trial or

The question before me now is whether the Plaintiffs

23

have a fair chance of prevailing on the merits of their Free

24

Exercise Clause claim based upon this idea of being singled out

25

and that's the main focus of what I am hoping to hear from both
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1
2

parties.
MR. CARROLL:

And I understand, Your Honor.

I mean,

3

the answer is that if Iowa should have viewed that letter from

4

an attorney as a complaint about -- against this Muslim group,

5

we did not, you know, as one can imagine, there was a lot going

6

on with this case at the time, a lot of letter writing, a lot of

7

-- this is not an easy decision.

8

we did try to work with BLinC.

9

Everybody understood that and

Now, if this turns on we're being arbitrary, that's

10

one thing; but to say we singled out BLinC is just not factually

11

accurate because the facts are a student complained, cited the

12

right policy, and BLinC essentially takes the position that our

13

decision was incorrect factually; but that's not for the Court,

14

of course, and nor did they appeal it to the Board of Regents,

15

the administrative agency, so if this turns on the University of

16

Iowa should do more with other groups, then perhaps that's where

17

the Court is going to go; but Iowa is trying to do its best

18

responding to student complaints and certainly the BLinC issue

19

and moving forward.

20

I mean, for example, if we revoked -- I mean, if we

21

look to the Muslim constitution and said this violates the

22

policy, I mean, are we back here?

23

turns on well, you didn't enforce this against this group and,

24

you know, in their brief they cited athletics at Iowa,

25

fraternities, sororities, other groups.

I mean, if this whole case
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1

THE COURT:

None of those concern me.

To me those are

2

all clearly distinguishable.

Those are not protected

3

classifications.

4

support women practicing dentistry is not at all the same as a

5

protected classification such as religion, sexual identity, and

6

sexual orientation, those to me are nonstarters; but because

7

here the argument has been particularly that you're targeting

8

religion, that's the argument, right, it is the religious

9

clauses that have been cited here, at the very least I would

Whether you practice, you know, whether you

10

hope the University would take a look at the religious

11

organizations that are registered with it and just be able to

12

give me some sense of whether this is the only organization who

13

has something that is violative of the Human Rights Policy and

14

so all I know right now is the one that's cited in this letter

15

that the Plaintiffs have provided to me.

16

means that these two are uniquely the two among the 500

17

organizations that have this issue or if they're two of 100 that

18

have this or they're two of two and so that's what I was just

19

trying to get a sense of and part of that is again, I have to

20

look at the likelihood of success on the merits down the road.

21

MR. CARROLL:

I don't know if that

And I appreciate that, Your Honor.

22

you know, Iowa, I will stand here and tell you, to my

23

understanding Iowa has not looked into that organization.

24

to my understanding BLinC wasn't targeted because of its

25

religious beliefs.

If,

Also

Now, what they are arguing now is go target
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1

every group, go target every religious group; but you have to

2

start with a -- reach the conclusion did we target BLinC because

3

of its religious beliefs.

4

Now, should we be looking into the Muslim bylaws or

5

another group's bylaws?

6

absolutely; but the fact of the matter is that arbitrary and

7

capricious standard, we didn't target BLinC, we didn't -- we

8

just didn't go out and go oh, well, you're a Christian group and

9

so we're targeting you because you are a Christian group, but we

10

are leaving a Muslim group alone, that is not how this factually

11

occurred; but I fully appreciate the Court's position and the

12

questioning which is shouldn't you be enforcing that against all

13

religious groups the same way you did against BLinC; and if so,

14

then do we really shift more into the other analysis?

15

THE COURT:

Perhaps, perhaps the answer is

Agreed, and to me again at this stage and

16

with this question which is just whether a Preliminary

17

Injunction should be granted, that is where we are leaving open

18

I think the much more complex and bigger questions for after we

19

have had full discovery and after the parties have had an

20

opportunity to do the briefing and all of those kinds of things

21

and I agree here that there are a number of religious tenets of

22

BLinC's organization that were not complained about by the

23

University of Iowa, their stance on abortion, their stance on

24

euthanasia, their stance on death penalty, their stance on a

25

number of other -- chastity, a number of other things aren't
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challenged here.

2

protected classifications that are the issue and they're not

3

necessarily religiously linked other than by this organization

4

in their own Statement of Faith.
MR. LEVIN:

5
6

We are talking about only those two areas of

Your Honor, could I consult with the AG

for less than a minute on some factual issues?

7

THE COURT:

Absolutely.

8

MR. LEVIN:

Okay.

9

(An off-the-record discussion was held.)
MR. CARROLL:

10

Go ahead.

Thank you, Your Honor.

I guess in

11

followup to the Court's concerns about us enforcing it against

12

other groups, I think the University's position is that, you

13

know, this came up rapidly as we tried to work through it and so

14

it is not that the University wouldn't look into other groups,

15

but I still present the argument that we are not targeting

16

BLinC.

17

Now, again, if it boils down to you're not enforcing

18

it against another group, why BLinC, the answer honestly,

19

factually is because we had a complaint.

20

have read the attorney's letter as a complaint, that's, you

21

know, another day I guess.

22

letters every day at the University of Iowa and, you know, we

23

just have to kind of sort through things.

Now, whether we should

Generally we get a lot of lawyer

24

I would like, with the balance of my time, one of the

25

specific questions to me, if it is still of significance to the
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Court, was what was the -- what is the legal significance of the

2

fact pattern I put in our Resistance which has to do with the --

3

I was just trying to truly lay out what funding is available and

4

then with respect to why they haven't used the funds, I mean, we

5

are at a temporary injunction stage.
The record that I have submitted, that they haven't

6
7

refuted, other than saying they missed a deadline, is this thing

8

is coming up because there's a recruitment fair in mid -- end of

9

January.

Counsel has admitted that to me.

That's what is

10

making this of urgency to that group.

11

I've pointed out you haven't consistently gone to the

12

recruitment fair so when you talk about the standard under

13

Dataphase, irreparable harm, you are complaining about something

14

that you haven't used consistently and you did not use in the

15

fall of 2017 before this complaint was filed so when they argue

16

if we can't go to the recruitment fair, we won't get members, it

17

may be the demise of our group, I am simply pointing out to the

18

Court well, wait a minute.

19

being denied a benefit, you better have used the benefit before

20

the dispute started and they -- and they simply did not

21

consistently.

22

The fact of the matter is

If you're going to complain about

The other thing I just filed yesterday, kind of the

23

Affidavit, was just to point out the fact that there are other

24

forums they can use.

25

THE COURT:

Now, the Plaintiffs this morning or, no,
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I'm sorry, it was last evening, indicated that all of those

2

other forums the Plaintiffs could use are for registered

3

organizations according to the University website.
MR. CARROLL:

4

To be honest with you, Your Honor, I

5

drove over from Des Moines this morning, I have not seen their

6

Affidavit.

7

this morning when I arrived to Davenport; but the Affidavit I

8

submitted of Mr. Nelson provides that nonregistered

9

organizations can use the Union, for certain rooms there are

My secretary briefly told me about it on the phone

10

rental fees, that's -- we're not disputing that; but they can

11

also use the bulletin boards for free on University of Iowa

12

campus, they can use the residence hall bulletin boards, there's

13

avenues because Martinez kind of talked about well, there's

14

other avenues for the groups and the purpose of Mr. Nelson's

15

Affidavit would say there are other avenues and one of the

16

cases, I believe it was Martinez, pointed out, and this is years

17

ago, so it is more true today was hey, social media has taken

18

over everything.

19

kids don't look at bulletin boards anymore.

20

Court can take judicial notice of that, so they have plenty of

21

avenues.

22

not a registered student organization, your access to the

23

student body really isn't that limited.

Why do we talk about bulletin boards?

College

I mean, I think the

What we are trying to point out is although you are

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Carroll.
Thank you.
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THE COURT:

1
2
3
4
5

over some.

Mr. Baxter?

And I know Mr. Carroll ran

You are welcome to take additional time as well.
MR. BAXTER:

Thank you, Your Honor.

I just want to

respond mostly to the points that were made.
First on just the final points that were made about

6

urgency, there is a student fair, the student fair is really the

7

only opportunity that the BLinC organization has to meet with

8

all of, you know, has access to all of the student

9

organizations.

There's also the OrgSync which they use which is

10

the only, you know, way that -- that's where everyone goes to

11

look at what organizations are available, when they meet, what

12

activities they have.

13

There's -- it's -- to say that they can use social

14

media, that doesn't give them access to the student body, that

15

gives them access to their friends, so there's really -- there's

16

no argument here about -- that they are being deprived and our

17

Declaration filed this morning showed that they are being

18

deprived of the same access that everyone else has to the

19

student body and the Courts have held that also, you know,

20

irreparable harm is satisfied merely by the Constitutional harm.

21

On the standard of review, let me just cite a couple

22

of cases for the Court.

I would cite the Barrett versus

23

Claycomb case which is at 936 F. Supp. 2d 1099 where the Court

24

specifically rejected that having members of the Board of

25

Regents who have the authority to tell someone what to do is not
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1

a Democratic process, it is not a process that involves what the

2

legislature does or what an agency does in common rule making.

3

If you want to look at what a Democratic process is,

4

you can look at the Iowa Civil Rights Act which was -- actually

5

became a statute and includes a religious exemption on these

6

very issues saying that religious organizations are not liable

7

under the Act for discrimination or for screening on the basis

8

of their religious beliefs, that includes sex, sexual

9

orientation, gender identity, and so forth, so I think there's

10

just no argument.

11

of success on the merits.

12

All BLinC has to show here is a fair chance

Now to the main -- this main issue about enforcement.

13

The Imam Mahdi constitution was approved in February 2015.

14

of these organizations have constitutions that have to be

15

reviewed and all of them -- and the problem -- to say that you

16

can rely on basically a heckler's veto because someone

17

complains, and again I would just like to cite a couple of cases

18

that are -- that are on point with that, Board of Regents of the

19

University of Wisconsin versus Southworth, 529 U.S. 2017 -- I'm

20

sorry, 529 U.S. at page 217, where the University there allowed

21

a majority vote of the student body to the claim funding and the

22

Court said that you cannot use majority determinations to

23

undermine the Constitutional protection of -- of unlike

24

viewpoints.

25

All

The Eighth Circuit said the same thing in Gay and
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1

Lesbian Students versus Gohn, 850 F.2d 361, where they allowed

2

-- the University allowed a student senate to vote to reject

3

funding and again the Court said you can't do that.

4

use majority vote or, you know, a complaining process.

5

cite the Court to the Tenafly Eruv case, which is 309 F.3d 144,

6

where the Court says you can't rely on unequal enforcement to

7

suppress someone's Constitutional rights.

I'd also

The problem here, of course, goes way beyond just Imam

8
9

You cannot

Mahdi.

There's a huge problem, you know, the -- all kinds of

10

organizations, fraternities and sororities, the University's own

11

programs, sports programs discriminate on the basis of sex, it

12

has scholarship programs, support programs for students that

13

discriminate on sex, race, national origin, gender identity, all

14

those are -- there's nothing wrong with the University doing

15

that; but those are all prohibited technically that that's

16

status-based discrimination that is prohibited by the Human

17

Rights Policy.
BLinC has not engaged in status-based discrimination

18
19

and again, the University has never responded why is it now

20

applying the Human Rights Policy to suppress beliefs as opposed

21

to status.

22

would allow someone, regardless of their sexual orientation, to

23

serve, it has never disputed that it would allow an organization

24

who affirms -- that affirms sex between any consenting adults,

25

this is plain and simply viewpoint discrimination and there are

It has never -- it's never disputed that our clients
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dozens of organizations that require either ideological

2

affirmation or that signal that they are based on sex, you know,

3

Women Dentist Association; race, Hispanic Dental Association; we

4

also cited Black Engineers, Asian Fitness Club, all of these

5

organizations signal there's national origin, there's Chinese,

6

Indian, Korean, Japanese, Persian, Saudi, Sri Lankan, all of

7

these organizations signal in their constitutions we are looking

8

for people of a certain category that is, you know, now they may

9

be able to say we don't discriminate on the basis of your

10

beliefs, but they do -- or that we let people join if they share

11

our -- we're not discriminating because of your race, we are

12

going to let you come in or whatever, but they are technically

13

violating the constitution -- the Human Rights Policy.

14

THE COURT:

But they're not because they may be an

15

organization that promotes women or promotes a particular

16

religion or promotes a particular race, but you can join no

17

matter what your religion or race.

18

MR. BAXTER:

And that's exactly what BLinC says, you

19

can join no matter what your status is, you just have to support

20

the mission of the organization and that's what the University

21

said is okay.

22

University all along has said it is okay to have a mission based

23

even for religious organizations and I would have to say it has

24

to be especially for religious organizations because of the

25

First Amendment.

He -- counsel has never refuted that the
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And there's nothing in the record that shows that

1
2

they're going forward and we have counsel here who is saying

3

well, we are going forward, but they have had weeks now and

4

really months, this has been an issue since last February, to

5

submit an Affidavit or a Declaration or a statement from someone

6

saying what they are doing to change the situation.
Counsel is concerned about violating the Fourth

7
8

Amendment.

That -- the University itself disavows any

9

endorsement of what a student organization says.

It says they

10

are separate legal entities, registration is not an endorsement,

11

it is a charter to exist, that's what the registered student

12

organization policy reads, it says we do not support or endorse

13

the organizations.
In Cuffley v Mickes, the Court -- Eighth Circuit said

14
15

fear of violating the equal protection clause is not enough,

16

because a private organization speaks does not -- that even if

17

you are sponsoring them or supporting them, that was a case

18

where the KKK wanted to join a highway cleanup program and there

19

was a nondiscrimination policy just like here and the Court said

20

you cannot deny -- the Court said you cannot deny them access to

21

that program just even if you find their views abhorrent.

22

discriminate on the basis of race, gender, national origin.

23

enough.

24

whether participating in the highway program is speech within

25

the meaning of the First Amendment or whether this creates a

They
Not

The Court said we are not even going to consider
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1

forum, a limited public forum, because you simply cannot in any

2

case discriminate on the basis of their viewpoint so that case I

3

think is absolutely dispositive and then the Gerlich case I

4

would add also where the -- the Iowa State University said we

5

don't want you to use our trademarks in connection with your

6

views that marijuana should be legalized and the Court said once

7

you've made that available, not just funding, but your

8

trademark, once you've made that available to everybody, you

9

cannot discriminate just because you don't like the views of

10

that single organization and there's a large number of private

11

speakers, this is clearly not the University's speech.

12

THE COURT:

How -- I agree that stepping into the

13

morass of conduct versus beliefs here can get difficult with

14

these particular issues especially; but how does a transgendered

15

student join BLinC?

16

How does that happen?

MR. BAXTER:

The same standards would apply.

Anybody

17

can join BLinC.

18

that filed the complaint was invited and welcome to be a member.

19

Those who lead the organization have to be able to show that

20

they support and will strive to live by.

21

Anybody is welcome to be a member, the student

If you read Hannah Thompson's Declaration, she said

22

we're not even concerned about people, you know, sometimes not

23

totally complying.

24

belief, which is a traditional Christian belief that people

25

should subject their will to God and suppress their temptations

If they're showing that they accept the
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or desires or whatever their natural inclinations are in certain

2

circumstances, and as long as they profess a belief and are

3

willing to show an effort to try to turn to Christ and accept

4

His grace, that that's all that's required and so it is the same

5

standard applies as to anybody else.

6

I would also emphasize that both Obergefell and Varnum

7

in the cases, both state and federal cases recognizing same-sex

8

marriage, in both cases the Court emphasized that these

9

traditional beliefs are -- come from -- are sincerely held,

10

they're reasonable, they're -- and that they deserve the full

11

protection of the First Amendment, that people who hold to those

12

beliefs have the right to continue to teach and live by those

13

beliefs and so the idea that they would -- that the University

14

would somehow be violating the 14th Amendment by respecting

15

those beliefs on the same terms as it respects every other

16

viewpoint is simply -- is simply misguided.

17

To just touch back on the status-based discrimination,

18

again, I point the Court to the Hurley case which we cite in our

19

briefs where the Court -- there was a nondiscrimination policy

20

like here, a group wanted to join it to express gay pride, and

21

the Court said you cannot force -- even though that's a

22

protected status, this wasn't even a religious organization, it

23

was a private parade organization, the Court said you cannot

24

force in that situation someone to accept a message, you have --

25

and said specifically you have to distinguish here between
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beliefs and status.

2

being in the parade, just like nobody is precluded from being in

3

BLinC, they just are not -- cannot express their message which

4

conflicts with the message the group wants to convey.

5

The individuals were not precluded from

THE COURT:

Let's circle back though.

How does

6

somebody who is transgender, they are transgender, that is their

7

status, how do they fit in to this organization?

8

MR. BAXTER:

So BLinC's Statement of Faith says --

9

encourages students to embrace their -- their birth gender so

10

someone who has feelings of being someone of the opposite sex

11

under that religious teaching is encouraged to embrace their

12

birth gender.

13

whatever their feelings or their sense of who they are, then

14

they are welcome to participate in the organization.

15

If someone is willing to do that, despite

That view may not be popular, but it is a legitimate

16

viewpoint that cannot be discriminated against just because

17

everyone -- a lot of people find that abhorrent.

18

that's true of every -- that's true of someone who wants to

19

engage in sex outside of marriage, who wants to view

20

pornography, those may be things that -- everyone is asked to

21

comply by the same standard regardless of their status.

22

THE COURT:

Many people --

So they're, in the minds of the

23

organization here, there is -- there is no status of being gay

24

or of being transgender, it is only actions that make you gay or

25

transgender?
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MR. BAXTER:

Well, I don't think the organization

2

takes -- it really doesn't matter.

They can take whatever view,

3

you know, their religion is.

4

but I -- I don't think they take any -- I am not aware that they

5

would say, for example, that someone's feelings or sense of who

6

they are is not real and they said someone who identifies --

7

Jake Estell's letter to Dean Redington said someone who

8

identifies as gay can be a member as long as they express --

9

share the belief that they should not act on that and are

I haven't asked them specifically,

10

willing to teach the beliefs, the religious beliefs, of the

11

organization and that's -- the Supreme Court has recognized that

12

distinction in the Hurley case.

13

THE COURT:

14

MR. BAXTER:

Okay.
I mean, I guess another example I might

15

give of that is the feminist organization says, you know, we

16

require our members to accept abortion and access to

17

contraception.

18

feminist who wants to join the organization, but because of her

19

religious beliefs does not accept that, part of who she is, her

20

religion, how she perceives the world, she cannot accept that as

21

appropriate.

22

they are not discriminating against her because of her religion,

23

they are just saying we want you to share our beliefs.

24

belief-based screening process and --

25

You know, if there's a young woman who is a

If the feminist organization denies her access,

THE COURT:

It is a

But that again to me is a very different
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thing.

2

is somebody believing something, and here your organization is

3

not being attacked for your position on a number of religious

4

issues as I talked with Mr. Carroll about.

5

I mean, somebody is gay, somebody is transgender, this

They're not saying you have to believe in abortion,

6

they are not attacking your position on euthanasia, they are not

7

attacking your position on the death penalty, they are not

8

attacking those things that are not linked to a protected class

9

of persons.

10

They're only attacking the two parts, the two

11

sentences of the Statement of Faith that relate to protected

12

classes of people, so what I am trying to understand is if your

13

organization's view is there is no such thing as a gay person or

14

a transgender person, it is all whether somebody acts

15

transgendered or acts gay --

16

MR. BAXTER:

Well, I think that's a false dichotomy.

17

The policy treats sexual orientation, gender identity, and

18

religion as the same and a religious person can just as equally

19

say this is not just something that I am choosing to believe, it

20

is how I am, it is how I perceive the world.

21

inclined to this sense of belief and my place in the world.

22

Those are -- that is who that person is and that's all the

23

University itself says, all of these categories are about who

24

the person is, not what they believe.

25

that's who they are.

I am naturally

Their national origin,

Their race, that's who they are.

Their
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sex, that's who they are.

2

they are.

Their sexual orientation, that's how

Their religion, that's how they are.
I don't see -- if you're targeting religion -- and for

3
4

the University to go and just check all of the religious

5

organizations to make sure they're complying, that itself is its

6

own forum of religious targeting.

7

you are attacking all of the religious beliefs or some of the

8

religious beliefs is irrelevant and if you look at the Holt v

9

Hobbs case, the Supreme Court just decided in 2016, the Court

I mean, and as far as whether

10

said it doesn't matter if you are, you know, you don't get a

11

pass just because you are only targeting a small piece of their

12

religious beliefs.

13

full scope of protection under the law.

That piece of their religion is equal to the

Here the astounding thing is that the University has

14
15

never backtracked.

16

belief-based screening is permissible, that you can ask your

17

members and your leaders and your members to sign a Statement of

18

Faith, and that there's nothing wrong with expecting your

19

leaders to abide by certain standards of conduct.

20

University has not disavowed or -- so the only evidence in the

21

record is that that is permissible which leads to the only

22

conclusion the University is targeting BLinC because it doesn't

23

like it.

24
25

The only facts in the record are that

The

If it didn't want to -- and they've never responded to
the issue of like well, if we just changed on our viewpoint to
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say, okay, we think that any kind of sex is okay, I mean, are

2

they -THE COURT:

3
4

I don't think they are talking at all

about sex.

5

MR. BAXTER:

6

THE COURT:

7

sexual orientation.

8

talking about sex.

9

Well, they -They are talking about sexual identity and

Those are very different things than

MR. BAXTER:

Well, all -- all the policy says is -- if

10

that's true, all our policy says is we believe that sex is

11

appropriate between a man and a woman.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. BAXTER:

14

THE COURT:

15

MR. BAXTER:

A married -A married man and a woman.
Marriage between a man and a woman.
Right, so if you are -- if you are

16

heterosexual man and you want to have sex outside of marriage,

17

that would violate the policy.

18

or homosexual, you are asked not to engage in sexual activity.

19

It has no -- absolutely no bearing on your sexual orientation.

20
21

THE COURT:

MR. BAXTER:

23

THE COURT:

25

Show me where in the record this student

said he intended to have sex outside of a male-female marriage.

22

24

If you are single, heterosexual

It's in the Hannah Thompson Declaration.
He intended to pursue relationships.

Would you agree with me relationships aren't sex?
MR. BAXTER:

Well, he said -- either way it would be a
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violation of BLinC's religious beliefs.

He said that -- and I

2

think it is a very good example of her Declaration at Paragraphs

3

I think it is 16 through 25 or 26 where she sits down with him.

4

Why does she meet with him?

5

what his walk with Christ was, whether he accepted their

6

religious beliefs, and was willing to talk and in the course of

7

that conversation he expressed that he had attraction, in his

8

words, to persons of the same sex.

She said she wanted to find out

Now, if she were engaging in sexual orientation

9
10

discrimination, that would have ended the conversation; but she

11

said well, let's talk about this.

12

well, how do you understand that in view of these Biblical

13

teachings, he said he was struggling with it, he didn't know how

14

he fit in, that he wanted to pursue a homosexual relationship.

15

She talked to the board about it, she went back and had another

16

conversation with him and said look, we are just concerned, we

17

want to help with this, if it is something you share our beliefs

18

and you want to work in this -- with these -- within these

19

beliefs, we're happy to have you be a part of this, and he said

20

no, I want to live as an openly gay man and -- and he says in

21

his complaint I want you to force BLinC to accept openly gay

22

leaders.

23

She spent two hours saying

That is the language of his complaint.
Now, she said, you know, we'd love to have you

24

continue to participate, but that is inconsistent with our

25

beliefs, and so you wouldn't be able to serve as a leader; but
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we certainly welcome you, so there's a clear case here, and then

2

to have Jake Estell say they can identify.

3

identify as a gay man, but we're just asking him to live by and

4

accept our religious beliefs.

Marcus Miller can

Now, he didn't, and that's fine, he started a group

5
6

that proposes the exact opposite viewpoint.

Now, you can't say

7

that that's the basis on -- you would never say that's

8

discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, that he is

9

opening a group for people who reject that view of Christianity.

10

It is a belief, it is not based on the status.

11

sex, either sexual orientation can accept those views and live

12

on them so this is a clear case of viewpoint discrimination, it

13

is completely outside the realm of CLS v Martinez, it falls

14

within the Healy line of cases, and we ask this Court to grant

15

our clients relief.
THE COURT:

16

Thank you, Mr. Baxter.

17

under advisement.

18

that the parties are concerned about.

19

here.

I will take it

We will get a ruling out before the deadline
Thank you all for being

We're adjourned.
(Proceedings concluded at 9:46 a.m., January 18,

20
21

People of either

2018.)

22
23
24
25
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
DAVENPORT DIVISION
BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,
an unincorporated association,

)
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA; LYN
)
REDINGTON, in her official capacity as Dean )
of Students and in her individual capacity;
)
THOMAS R. BAKER, in his official capacity )
as Assistant Dean of Students and in his
)
individual capacity; and WILLIAM R.
)
NELSON, in his official capacity as Executive )
Director, Iowa Memorial Union, and in his
)
individual capacity,
)
)
Defendants.
)

Case No. 3:17-cv-00080-SMR-SBJ

ORDER ON PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

I. INTRODUCTION
This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff Business Leaders in Christ’s (“BLinC”)
Motion for Preliminary Injunction. [ECF No. 7]. BLinC seeks an injunction directing Defendant
University of Iowa (“University”) to restore BLinC’s status as a registered student organization.
Defendants deregistered BLinC after determining BLinC had violated the University’s Policy on
Human Rights. The Court held a hearing on the motion on January 18, 2018. The matter is fully
briefed and ready for consideration. As explained below, BLinC’s motion is GRANTED based
solely upon the University’s selective enforcement of an otherwise reasonable and viewpoint
neutral nondiscrimination policy.
II. BACKGROUND
The following facts come from BLinC’s Complaint, [ECF No. 1], and its Motion for a
Preliminary Injunction, [ECF No. 7]. Facts and conclusions determined by a court in granting or
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denying a preliminary injunction are provisional and nonbinding. Henderson v. Bodine Aluminum,
Inc., 70 F.3d 958, 962 (8th Cir. 1995) (per curiam); Sak v. City of Aurelia, Iowa, 832 F. Supp. 2d
1026, 1031 (N.D. Iowa 2011).
The University allows groups of students to apply for registered student organization status.
There are over 500 registered student groups at the University. “Student organizations are
voluntary special interest group[s] organized for education, social, recreation, and service
purposes . . . .” [ECF No. 1-5 at 2]. “Student organizations can exist whether or not the University
endorses them” under the registration policy. Id. Under the University’s registration policy,
“Registration of Student Organizations,” a group of students may draft a constitution and meet
with review staff, then file a registration form online.

The form includes the potential

organization’s “organizational information and [its] Constitution and Bylaws.” Id. at 3. The
Student Organization Review Committee then considers whether to grant the organization
registered status.
Regarding membership in student organizations, “[i]t is the policy of the University that
all registered student organizations be able to exercise free choice of members on the basis of their
merits as individuals without restriction in accordance with the University Policy on Human
Rights.” 1 Id. The University recognizes the interests of students in organizing and associating

1

The University’s Policy on Human Rights provides:

[I]n no aspect of the [the University’s] programs shall there be differences in
treatment of persons because of race, creed, color, religion, national origin, age,
sex, pregnancy, disability, genetic information, status as a U.S. veteran, service in
the U.S. military, sexual orientation, gender identity, associational preferences, or
any other classification that deprives the person of consideration as an individual,
and that equal opportunity and access to facilities shall be available to all.
[ECF No. 7-2 at 17].
-2-
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with like-minded students. Thus, “any individual who subscribes to the goals and beliefs of a
student organization may participate in and become a member of the organization.” Id. BLinC
provides the constitutions and bylaws of several student organizations as evidence that student
organizations often require members to share the missions and beliefs of the organizations they
join.
Registered student “organizations are entitled to certain privileges and benefits.” Id. at 2.
These benefits include:
(a) official status as a University organization;
(b) establishment of a financial account and purchasing privileges;
(c) the ability to receive school funding;
(d) inclusion in University publications;
(e) use of University organizational software;
(f) use of the University’s trademarks;
(g) use of campus facilities for meetings;
(h) use of University fleet services vehicles;
(i) use of University . . . staff and programming resources;
(j) [ability] once a semester, to use Information Technology Services Mass Mail;
(k) the ability to apply for honors and awards granted to registered organizations;
and
(l) use of office and storage space.
[ECF No. 1 at 15].
A small group of students formed BLinC during the spring of 2014 at the Tippie College
of Business at the University. The University recognized BLinC as an on-campus organization in
fall 2014. BLinC holds itself out as a religious organization. Article I of BLinC’s founding
constitution stated BLinC’s purpose: “[BLinC] is a student organization within the Tippie College
-3-
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of Business meant to help student learn about how to continually keep Christ first in the fast-paced
business world.” [ECF No. 1-3 at 2].
Leaders within BLinC have several responsibilities. During weekly meetings, they lead
the members in prayer, Bible study, and spiritual reflection. They select Iowa business leaders to
come and speak to students about careers and faith. Leaders also organize service projects on and
around campus, such as partnering with a nonprofit’s after-school mentoring program for at-risk
youth and providing childcare at a local Saturday-school program. In light of the responsibilities
of BLinC’s leaders for carrying out BLinC’s religious mission and providing religious ministry
for BLinC’s members, BLinC takes great care in selecting its leaders each year.
Members can nominate themselves or others for leadership positions. BLinC’s leaders
then meet with nominated individuals in order to discuss their commitment to BLinC’s mission.
Candidates receiving approval from the leadership sit for a final vote by the members. As a matter
of both institutional and personal integrity, BLinC requires potential leaders to share the
organization’s mission, purpose, and beliefs.
In March 2016, a BLinC member approached the then-president of BLinC, Hannah
Thompson, to ask about serving as BLinC’s vice-president. Thompson met with the member in
April 2016 to determine whether he could provide spiritual leadership to BLinC. She asked him
questions about his faith and relationship with Jesus Christ. Of his own volition, the member
disclosed that he thought he was gay and that he was struggling with how that related to his faith.
Thompson and the member then studied what the Bible teaches about sexual conduct and prayed.
Thompson told the member he was welcome to participate in BLinC and that she needed to discuss
his candidacy for leadership with the rest of the executive team.

-4-
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The executive board agreed that the most important qualities for BLinC’s leaders were that
they had accepted Jesus Christ as their savior and regarded the Bible as the ultimate authority on
how to live their lives. In keeping with these tenets, the board also agreed that leaders who engaged
in conduct the Bible regarded as sinful had a Christian duty to admit the conduct was sinful, choose
to turn from the conduct, and strive to live in a manner befitting Christ’s sacrifice. The board had
concerns that the member did not share BLinC’s views of the Bible and did not appear willing to
confess and repent of sinful conduct. The board concluded that, due to these disagreements with
BLinC’s faith, the member could not lead BLinC in a manner reliably interpreting and applying
the Bible’s teachings.
Thompson met with the member and asked him if he planned to follow BLinC’s beliefs
regarding sexual conduct. The member said he intended to pursue same-sex relationships.
Thompson told the member he could continue to be a member of BLinC, but he was not eligible
for a leadership position because his decision to seek same-sex relationships was inconsistent with
BLinC’s religious beliefs. “Thompson emphasized to the member that her decision was not
because he was gay, but because he did not agree with BLinC’s biblically based views on sexual
conduct.” [ECF No. 1 at 9].
On February 20, 2017, the member filed a complaint with the University stating, “I was
denied a leadership position (Vice President) due to my being openly gay.” [ECF No. 1-2 at 2].
The member requested the University “[e]ither force BLinC to comply with the non-discrimination
policy (allow openly LGTBQ members to be leaders) or take away their status of being a student
organization affiliated with the University of Iowa.” Id.
The University subsequently began an investigation of the facts surrounding the member’s
complaint.

University Compliance Coordinator Constance Shriver Cervantes from the
-5-
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University’s Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity was assigned to the investigation. Shriver
Cervantes brought Thompson in for an interview where two university lawyers questioned her.
Thompson also submitted a written statement in which she emphasized that BLinC “never
discriminate[s] against students because of who they are. All we ask is that our leaders support
and uphold our ‘goals and beliefs.’” [ECF No. 1-16 at 3].
Shriver issued her findings in a report on June 30, 2017. In her report, she concluded that
“[t]he evidence produced during the investigation does provide a reasonable basis to believe the
Policy on Human Rights was violated.” [ECF No. 1-15 at 2]. The report summarized the facts of
the member’s and Thompson’s interactions to discuss his candidacy for vice-president. It also
quoted an email from Thompson to the member in which she stated: “First and foremost, the reason
why I made the decision that I could not allow you to be in a leadership position within BLinC is
because of your desire to pursue a homosexual lifestyle/relationship.” Id. at 4. The report noted
that Thompson had confirmed that the email accurately stated the organization’s position on
homosexuality and leadership within the organization. Thompson had also reportedly stated that
“individuals who are gay are welcome to be student members of BLinC, but not leaders of the
organization.” Id. On these facts, Shriver Cervantes found that “the basis for BLinC’s refusal to
select Complainant for the position of vice-president was his sexual orientation.” Id. at 6. Shriver
Cervantes noted that student organizations could “state a set of beliefs with which their members
or leaders must comply” and that BLinC did not have such a statement in its constitution. Id.
“However, an organization may not adopt a statement of beliefs that is inconsistent with the Policy
on Human Rights, and base exclusion on a protected classification.” Id. Shriver Cervantes
concluded that “BLinC’s action with respect to [the member’s] application for the position of vice-
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president violates the Policy on Human Rights because of the statements made by the president.”
Id.
On July 14, 2017, BLinC responded to the decision by emailing a letter to Defendant Lyn
Redington, Dean of Students, arguing BLinC should not be sanctioned due to the determination.
BLinC reiterated that BLinC had not discriminated against the member because of his sexual
orientation: “The student participated in BLinC before asking for a leadership position, and
remains welcome to participate—even as a leader, regardless of his sexual orientation.” [ECF
No. 1-20 at 27]. Rather, “[t]he student was not eligible to be a leader of BLinC only because he
stated that he disagrees with, and would not try to live by, BLinC’s Christian principles, which
means he could not effectively lead our group.” Id.
BLinC met with Defendants William Nelson, the Executive Director of the Iowa Memorial
Union, and Associate Dean Thomas Baker on September 1, 2017. During the meeting, Dean Baker
allegedly confirmed BLinC could set standards for the beliefs and conduct of its leaders without
violating the University Human Rights Policy.

However, BLinC could not discriminate

categorically based on status. BLinC explained its view that gay students could become members
and leaders so long as they affirmed BLinC’s beliefs and tried to live by them. Dr. Nelson replied
that BLinC should more clearly state its views in its constitution to make students aware of them
before they joined. Dean Baker likewise agreed that a written statement of BLinC’s beliefs could
aid in avoiding arbitrary applications of those beliefs. The BLinC leaders at the meeting indicated
their willingness to draft such a statement. The parties to the meeting agreed that once BLinC
updated its constitution to provide clear notice of its religious beliefs, the University would end
the investigation. Dr. Nelson stated he would memorialize the meeting’s outcome in a letter to
BLinC.
-7-
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On September 13, 2017, Dr. Nelson sent a letter to BLinC regarding the investigation.
Dr. Nelson explained he had the authority to impose sanctions for violations of the University’s
rules. He found by a preponderance of the evidence that BLinC had violated the University’s
Human Rights Policy. However, BLinC would be allowed to function as a registered student
organization in good standing if it would: (1) commit to compliance with the Human Rights Policy
in the future; (2) submit a list of qualifications for its leaders in order to prevent future
disqualification of members based on protected characteristics and ensure that non-heterosexuals
would not be categorically eliminated from consideration; and (3) submit a plan to ensure that
leaders interviewing leader candidates would ask “questions relevant to the vision statement that
are not presumptive of candidates based upon their sexual orientation.” [ECF No. 1-20 at 31].
BLinC thereafter attempted to comply with the letter’s mandates by submitting a revised
constitution on September 27, 2017.

The revised constitution confirmed BLinC’s future

compliance with the Human Rights Policy. It also incorporated a “Statement of Faith” intended
to “detail BLinC’s beliefs and thereby avoid categorically excluding people based on their sexual
orientation.” [ECF No. 1 at 21]. The Statement of Faith includes a section labeled “Doctrine of
Personal Integrity” that states:

-8-
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All Christians are under obligation to seek to follow the example of Christ in their
own lives and in human society. In the spirit of Christ, Christians should oppose
racism, every form of greed, selfishness, and vice, and all forms of sexual
immorality, including pornography. We believe God’s intention for a sexual
relationship is to be between a husband and a wife in the lifelong covenant of
marriage. Every other sexual relationship beyond this is outside of God’s design
and is not in keeping with God’s original plan for humanity. We believe that every
person should embrace, not reject, their God-given sex. We should work to provide
for the orphaned, the needy, the abused, the aged, the helpless, and the sick. We
should speak on behalf of the unborn and contend for the sanctity of all human life
from conception to natural death.
[ECF No. 1-1 at 8]. Under Article III of the revised constitution, leaders would be asked to sign
the Statement of Faith, affirming that they would accept and strive to live according to BLinC’s
beliefs. The affirmance states:
As I hold an Executive position with Business Leaders in Christ, I commit to live a
life in which I turn from my sin and actively choose the biblical principles of Godly
sanctification and righteousness. If and when I misstep, I will confess my struggle
to God and to a member of the Business Leaders in Christ executive board
acknowledging that I choose to receive grace and forgiveness from God and from
other, and turn from my sin.
[ECF No. 1-1 at 9].
On October 19, 2017, Dr. Nelson issued his decision on BLinC’s revised constitution,
finding it was not in compliance with the University’s Human Rights Policy:
The Statement of Faith, on its face, does not comply with the University’s Human
Rights policy since its affirmation, as required by the Constitution for leadership
positions, would have the effect of disqualifying certain individuals from leadership
positions based on sexual orientation or gender identity, both of which are protected
classifications under . . . the University of Iowa Human Rights Policy.
[ECF No. 1-20 at 42]. Dr. Nelson informed BLinC that it could revise its Statement of Faith to
bring it into compliance with the Human Rights Policy and further “[s]ubmit an acceptable plan
for ensuring that group officers who interview candidates for leadership positions will ask
questions relevant to the Statement of Faith that are not presumptive of candidates based upon
their sexual orientation or gender identity.” Id. Dr. Nelson gave BLinC until November 2, 2017
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to submit its revised response. If BLinC chose not to submit the revised materials, Dr. Nelson
would find BLinC to not be in compliance with the University’s Human Rights Policy and he
would revoke its registration. The letter also provided that BLinC could appeal Dr. Nelson’s
decision to the Office of the Dean of Students.
BLinC appealed Dr. Nelson’s decision to Dean Redington on November 2, 2017. BLinC
argued the University could not constitutionally censor BLinC’s religious beliefs or control the
manner in which BLinC selected its leaders. BLinC also contended that Dr. Nelson’s decision
should be reversed because it was not consistent with University policy and practice in that other
groups were allowed to require members to share their missions. One example of this BLinC
listed, among others, was that Imam Mahdi, an Islamic student organization, reserves certain
membership benefits solely for members who are Shia Muslims. BLinC further argued Dr.
Nelson’s decision was not supported by the facts.
On November 16, 2017, Dean Redington affirmed Dr. Nelson’s decision to revoke
BLinC’s registration. Dean Redington similarly determined that BLinC’s Statement of Faith as
drafted “would have the effect of disqualifying certain individuals from leadership positions based
on sexual orientation or gender identity, both of which are protected classifications under . . . the
University of Iowa Human Rights Policy.” [ECF No. 1-21 at 2]. In reaching her decision, Dean
Redington observed that in its appeal BLinC had for the first time stated that the complainant–
member had not been allowed to seek a leadership position due to an admission by the complainant
that he intended to be sexually active in same-sex relationships. Rather, BLinC leadership had
told the investigator and stated in an email that it was the complainant’s “desire to pursue a
homosexual lifestyle/relationship” that led to the denial of his potential candidacy for the vicepresident position. Dean Redington additionally noted that BLinC could continue to operate on
-10-
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campus because “a student organization is a voluntary special interest group organized for
educational, social, recreational, and service purposes and comprised of its members.” Id.
“Student organizations are separate legal entities from the University of Iowa and legally are not
treated the same as University departments or units.” Id. Furthermore, “[a] student organization
can exist on campus whether or not the University approves its registration pursuant to the
Registration of Student Organizations policy.” Id. (emphasis omitted). Dean Redington advised
that her decision was the final university action on the matter and BLinC could appeal her decision
to the Board of Regents if it so chose.
BLinC filed its twenty-count Complaint with this Court on December 11, 2017. [ECF
No. 1]. BLinC then filed its Motion for Preliminary Injunction, [ECF No. 7], requesting expedited
relief by January 24, 2018, the date on which spring recruitment fairs for student organizations are
held at the University. As relief, BLinC asks the Court issue an injunction ordering Defendants to
reinstate BLinC’s status as a registered student organization. The Court held a hearing on the
motion on January 18, 2018.
III. ANALYSIS
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65 gives courts the authority to grant preliminary
injunctions. “A preliminary injunction is an extraordinary remedy never awarded as of right.”
Winter v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 24 (2008) (quoting Munaf v. Geren, 553 U.S.
674, 689–690 (2008)). A district court addressing a request for a preliminary injunction must
decide “[a]t base . . . whether the balance of equities so favors the movant that justice requires the
court to intervene to preserve the status quo until the merits are determined.” Dataphase Sys., Inc.
v. C.L. Sys., Inc., 640 F.2d 109, 113 (8th Cir. 1981) (en banc).
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In each case, courts “must balance the competing claims of injury and must
consider the effect on each party of the granting or withholding of the requested
relief.” “In exercising their sound discretion, courts of equity should pay particular
regard for the public consequences in employing the extraordinary remedy of
injunction.”
Winter, 555 U.S. at 24 (citation omitted) (first quoting Amoco Prod. Co. v. Village of Gambell,
480 U.S. 531, 542 (1987); then quoting Weinberger v. Romero–Barcelo, 456 U.S. 305, 312
(1982)).
In determining whether to grant a party’s request for a preliminary injunction, the Court
evaluates four factors: “(1) a likelihood of success on the merits; (2) irreparable harm; (3) that the
balance of the harms of granting or denying the injunction are in its favor; and (4) that granting
the injunction is in the public’s interest.” Child Evangelism Fellowship of Minn. v. Minneapolis
Special Sch. Dist. No. 1, 690 F.3d 996, 1000 (8th Cir. 2012); see Dataphase Sys., Inc., 640 F.2d at
113.

Of the preliminary injunction factors, “likelihood of success on the merits is most

significant.” Minn. Ass’n of Nurse Anesthetists v. Unity Hosp., 59 F.3d 80, 83 (8th Cir. 1995)
(quoting S & M Constuctors, Inc. v. Foley Co., 959 F.2d 97, 98 (8th Cir. 1992)). “The plaintiff
‘need only establish a likelihood of succeeding on the merits of any one of [its] claims.’”
Richland/Wilkin Joint Powers Auth. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 826 F.3d 1030, 1040 (8th Cir.
2016) (alteration in original) (quoting Am. Rivers v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 271 F.Supp.2d
230, 250 (D.D.C. 2003)). “The decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction rests within the
discretion of the district court and will not be disturbed on appeal absent a showing of abuse of
discretion.” St. Louis Effort for AIDS v. Huff, 782 F.3d 1016, 1021 (8th Cir. 2015) (quoting United
States v. Gannaway, 536 F.2d 784, 786 (8th Cir. 1976)).
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A. Likelihood of Success on the Merits
There are two standards for determining whether a party seeking a preliminary injunction
has established the requisite likelihood of success on the merits. The parties dispute which
standard applies to the instant motion. Thus, before the Court addresses the merits of BLinC’s
claims, it must decide the applicable standard under the likelihood of success factor.
1. Standard
Ordinarily, to obtain a preliminary injunction, a movant must demonstrate a “fair chance
of prevailing” on the merits. 1-800-411-Pain Referral Serv., LLC v. Otto, 744 F.3d 1045, 1054
(8th Cir. 2014). In making this showing, the movant is not required to “prove a greater than fifty
percent likelihood that [it] will prevail on the merits.” PCTV Gold, Inc. v. SpeedNet, LLC, 508
F.3d 1137, 1143 (8th Cir. 2007) (quoting Dataphase, 640 F.2d at 113).
The Defendants argue the Court should apply a higher standard under this factor. In
Planned Parenthood Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota v. Rounds, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit held that parties who move to enjoin the enforcement of state
statutes must establish that they are “likely to prevail on the merits” because policies announced
through such provisions are the result of “presumptively reasoned democratic processes.” Rounds,
530 F.3d 724, 731–32 (8th Cir. 2008) (en banc). The purpose of this “elevated standard” is “‘to
ensure that preliminary injunctions that thwart a state’s presumptively reasonable democratic
processes are pronounced only after an appropriately deferential analysis.’” 1-800-411-Pain
Referral Serv., LLC, 744 F.3d at 1054 (emphasis omitted) (quoting Rounds, 530 F.3d at 733).
Rounds conclusively held that courts should apply this higher standard when a party seeks to enjoin
state or federal statutes. Rounds, 530 F.3d at 732, n.6.
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This action does not involve the enforcement of a state or federal statute. Nevertheless,
the Defendants argue the University’s Human Rights Policy amounts to “a reasoned democratic
decision.” [ECF No. 18-1 at 8]. The Defendants reason that since the University is a state entity
created by the Iowa constitution and vested with the authority to adopt its own policies, those
policies essentially emanate from the state and are deserving of the heightened standard articulated
in Rounds.
The Court declines to use the higher standard. The Rounds decision applies in a narrower
sphere than the one Defendants suggest—it does not apply to every action taken by a government
entity. See Rounds, 530 F.3d at 732–33 (“Only in a case such as this one, where a preliminary
injunction is sought to enjoin the implementation of a duly enacted state statute, must district courts
make a threshold finding that a party is likely to prevail on the merits.” (footnote omitted)). The
policy here was not created in the manner of a statue or regulation produced through “the full play
of the democratic process involving both the legislative and executive branches.” Able v. United
States, 44 F.3d 128, 131 (2d Cir. 1995) (per curiam); see Rounds, 530 F.3d at 732 n.6.
Accordingly, the Court will apply the lesser “fair chance of prevailing” standard.
2. Free Speech Claims
BLinC first argues the Free Speech Clause prevents the University from revoking its
official registration. Defendants respond that the University is entitled to condition registration on
compliance with its policies.
“If a state university creates a limited public forum for speech, it may not ‘discriminate
against speech on the basis of its viewpoint.’” Gerlich v. Leath, 861 F.3d 697, 704–05 (8th Cir.
2017) (quoting Rosenberger v. Rector & Visitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819, 829 (1995).
Universities “establish limited public forums by opening property ‘limited to use by certain groups
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or dedicated solely to the discussion of certain subjects.’” Christian Legal Soc. Chapter of the
Univ. of Cal., Hastings Coll. of the Law v. Martinez, 561 U.S. 661, 679 n.11 (2010) (quoting
Pleasant Grove City v. Summum, 555 U.S. 460, 470 (2009)). A university program that grants
student organizations official registration or recognition amounts to a limited public forum. Id. at
679. Universities may constitutionally restrict access to limited public forums so long as the access
barriers are “reasonable and viewpoint neutral.” Id.
The above principles derive from case law considering previous “clashes between public
universities and student groups seeking official recognition or its attendant benefits.” Id. at 683.
In Healy v. James, amid the backdrop of unrest and civil disobedience on university campuses
nationwide in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a state college denied official recognition to students
who wanted to organize a campus chapter of Students for a Democratic Society. 408 U.S. 169,
171–72 (1972). The school viewed the purported mission of the group as inclusive of “a
philosophy of violence and disruption.” Id. at 187. The denial barred the group from using campus
facilities for meetings and campus bulletin boards to distribute their messages. Id. at 176. The
United States Supreme Court held that the college’s disagreement with the views of the group was
insufficient to justify its denial of official recognition because a public college “may not restrict
speech or association simply because it finds the views expressed by any group to be abhorrent.”
Id. at 187–88. However, “[a] college administration may impose a requirement . . . that a group
seeking official recognition affirm in advance its willingness to adhere to reasonable campus law.”
Id. at 193.
The Court next applied Healy in the context of a registered student group’s desire to use a
state university’s facilities for religious worship and discussion in Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S.
263, 265 (1981). The university argued that, as a state institution, it could not open its facilities to
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use by religious groups and speakers. Id. at 270–71. The Court reaffirmed “a [u]niversity’s right
to exclude even First Amendment activities that violate reasonable campus rules or substantially
interfere with the opportunity of other students to obtain an education.” Id. at 277. Nevertheless,
because the university sought “to enforce a content-based exclusion of religious speech,” the Court
subjected the university’s actions to strict scrutiny and found the university’s interest was not
sufficiently compelling to justify such an exclusion. Id. at 276–77.
Again in Rosenberger, the Court held that a public university could not withhold student
organization benefits from a group based on its religious perspective. 515 U.S. at 845–46. The
officially recognized student group in that case sought reimbursement from a student activity fund
for the costs of printing its newspaper, which espoused Christian views. Id. at 826–27. The
university affirmed the student government’s denial of funds to the group because the newspaper
constituted a “religious activity,” and a university regulation prohibited such an activity from
receiving reimbursement. Id. at 825–26. The Court determined that by its terms, the prohibition
“select[ed] for disfavored treatment those student journalistic efforts with religious editorial
viewpoints” and consequently the prohibition, in its terms and application, amounted to viewpoint
discrimination. Id. at 831, 832, 837.
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It is axiomatic that the government may not regulate speech based on its substantive
content or the message it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept. In
the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not favor one
speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message is
presumed to be unconstitutional. These rules informed our determination that the
government offends the First Amendment when it imposes financial burdens on
certain speakers based on the content of their expression. When the government
targets not subject matter, but particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the
violation of the First Amendment is all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination
is thus an egregious form of content discrimination. The government must abstain
from regulating speech when the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or
perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction.
Id. at 828–29 (citations and quotation marks omitted). Importantly, the Court articulated that
“[o]nce it has opened a limited forum . . . the State must respect the lawful boundaries it has itself
set.” Id. at 829. “The State may not exclude speech where its distinction is not ‘reasonable in light
of the purpose served by the forum,’ . . . nor may it discriminate against speech on the basis of its
viewpoint.” Id. (citations omitted) (quoting Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Def. & Educ. Fund, Inc.,
473 U.S. 788, 806 (1985).
In contrast to the preceding decisions, the Court more recently in Martinez upheld a public
law school’s decision to refuse to grant official recognition to a religious group that sought an
exception to the university’s nondiscrimination policy, which the parties stipulated was an “allcomers” policy. 561 U.S. at 685. Under this policy, approved organizations had to “allow any
student to participate, become a member, or seek leadership positions in the organization,
regardless of . . . status or beliefs.” Id. at 671. The law school granted official recognition to
student groups through a “Registered Student Organization” (“RSO”) program; official
recognition came with additional benefits. Id. at 669. Members of a formerly-approved student
group decided to become a charter student chapter of the Christian Legal Society (“CLS”). Id.
at 672. To become an affiliate chapter, the group had to adopt bylaws requiring members to sign
a “Statement of Faith” and agree to live their lives by certain principles. Id. Among those
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principles was “the belief that sexual activity should not occur outside of marriage between a man
and a woman; CLS thus interpret[ed] its bylaws to exclude from affiliation anyone who engage[d]
in ‘unrepentant homosexual conduct.’” Id. The school rejected CLS’s application for registered
status for noncompliance with nondiscrimination policy because CLS “barred students based on
religion and sexual orientation.” Id. at 672–73. CLS requested an exemption from the policy,
which the school refused to grant. Id. at 673.
The Court applied the limited public forum analysis to the school’s policy and concluded
that it was both reasonable and viewpoint neutral. Id. at 688–89, 695–97. In first considering the
reasonableness of the policy, the Court reiterated “that a State’s restriction on access to a limited
public forum ‘need not be the most reasonable or the only reasonable limitation’” and cautioned
against conflating the advisability of a policy with its permissibility. Id. at 692 (quoting Cornelius,
473 U.S. at 808). The Court considered the justifications the law school offered for the policy,
including ensuring the availability of the program to all, the ease of the policy’s administration,
bringing together diverse beliefs and backgrounds, and its conveyance of the law school’s decision
“to decline to subsidize with public monies and benefits conduct of which the people of California
disapprove.” Id. at 689. The Court found the policy was reasonable in light of the purpose of the
forum. Id. at 690. The Court then determined that the all-comers policy was “textbook viewpoint
neutral.” Id. at 694–95. “CLS’s conduct—not its Christian perspective—is, from [the school’s]
vantage point, what stands between the group and RSO status.” Id. at 696. Accordingly, the Court
found the school’s policy was constitutional. Id. at 698.
In two cases, the Eighth Circuit has applied these same principles. First, in Gay & Lesbian
Students Ass’n v. Gohn, a state university denied funding to a gay and lesbian advocacy group that
was also a registered student organization despite the fact that the group had met all of the technical
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requirements for funding. 850 F.2d 361, 362, 365 (8th Cir. 1988). The court held “that a public
body that chooses to fund speech or expression must do so even-handedly, without discriminating
among recipients on the basis of their ideology.” Id. at 362. The record clearly showed the
university had denied funding due to “distaste for the GLSA’s ideas,” and amounted to
impermissible viewpoint discrimination. Id. at 366, 368. Then, just this past year, the Eighth
Circuit determined that Iowa State University had committed viewpoint discrimination in denying
the use of the university’s trademarks to a student group that advocated for the reform of marijuana
laws. Gerlich, 861 F.3d at 707. In reaching this conclusion, the court noted that the university
had followed an unusual process in evaluating the group’s trademark applications, the defendants
had implied that the reason for the additional scrutiny was the group’s views, and the defendants
had been pressured by state politicians. Id.
With the guidance of the above cases firmly in mind, the Court turns to the analysis of
BLinC’s Free Speech claims. In their briefing, both parties fail to recognize the applicability of
the limited public forum doctrine to this case. 2 BLinC quotes a reference from Widmar to
“forum[s] generally open to student groups,” then states that the University’s “Registration of
Student Programs” policy “creates precisely the type of forum that triggers full constitutional
protections.” [ECF No. 7-1 at 17, 20]. Defendants do not address forum analysis at all and instead
cite general principles about free speech without connecting them to the instant action.
Nevertheless, on the strength of Gerlich, Martinez, and Rosenberger, the Court concludes
that the forum at issue is a limited public forum. The University’s student organization registration
program is substantially similar to the RSO program at issue in Martinez. See Martinez, 561 U.S.

2

BLinC later agreed at the hearing that, for purposes of this motion, the University had
established a limited public forum.
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at 687. As in that case, the University gives student groups that participate in the program certain
benefits so long as they agree to abide conditions established by the University. The requirement
that student groups obtain the University’s approval is a “further indication that the student
organization program[] [is a] limited public forum[].” Alpha Delta Chi-Delta Chapter v. Reed,
648 F.3d 790, 798 (9th Cir. 2011). Because the University’s student organization registration
program is a limited public forum, the University’s decision to revoke BLinC’s registration is
permissible if the University’s requirement of compliance with the Human Rights Policy is
reasonable in light of the purpose of the forum and viewpoint neutral. See Martinez, 561 U.S.
at 687.
a. Reasonableness
A university’s restrictions on access to a limited public forum it has created must be
“reasonable in light of the purpose served by the forum.” Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829 (quoting
Cornelius, 473 U.S. at 806). An educational institution, “like the private owner of property, may
legally preserve the property under its control for the use to which it is dedicated.” Lamb’s Chapel
v. Ctr. Moriches Union Free Sch. Dist., 508 U.S. 384, 390 (1993). “The necessities of confining
a forum to the limited and legitimate purposes for which it was created may justify the State in
reserving it for certain groups or for the discussion of certain topics.” Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at
829. Importantly, “restriction[s] on access to a limited public forum ‘need not be the most
reasonable or the only reasonable limitation.’” Martinez, 561 U.S. at 692.
The University made participation in its student organization registration program
contingent on compliance with the University’s Human Rights Policy. To determine whether that
restriction is reasonable, it is necessary to examine the purpose of the forum. According to the
University publication “Registration of Student Organizations,”
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Student organizations are an important link in the co-curricular activities of the
University of Iowa. They play an important role in developing student leadership
and providing a quality campus environment. As such, the University encourages
the formation of student organizations around the areas of interest of its students,
within the limits necessary to accommodate academic needs and ensure public
safety.
....
It is the policy of the University that all registered student organizations be able to
exercise free choice of members on the basis of their merits as individuals without
restriction in accordance with the University’s Policy on Human Rights. The
University acknowledges the interests of students to organize and associate with
like-minded students, therefore any individual who subscribes to the goals and
beliefs may participate in and become a member of the organization.
[ECF No. 7-2 at 4–5]. “Membership and participation in the organization must be open to all
students without regard to . . . classification[s] that deprive[] the person of consideration as an
individual.

The organization will guarantee that equal opportunity and equal access to

membership, programming, facilities, and benefits shall be open to all persons.” Id. at 5.
Additionally, “General student organizations are those that are consistent with the mission and
culture of the University and engage primarily in activities that benefit their membership.” Id.
at 7. The Human Rights Policy states that the University “brings together in common pursuit of
its educational goals persons of many nations, races, and creeds.” Id. at 17. “[I]n no aspect of [the
University’s] programs shall there be difference in the treatment of persons because of
[classifications] that deprive[] the person of consideration as an individual . . . .” Id.
These statements show that the intended purpose of the student organization registration
program is to allow students to engage with other students who have similar interests and, in doing
so, students should only fear rejection on the basis of their own merits, not because of their
membership in a protected class. Moreover, funds for student organizations are drawn from
mandatory student activity fees and the University is a publicly funded institution. Thus, as in
Martinez, the policy “conveys [the University’s] decision to decline to subsidize with public
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monies and benefits conduct of which the people of [Iowa] disapprove.” See Martinez, 561 U.S.
at 689–90; see also Iowa Code § 216.1 et seq. (prohibiting various forms of discrimination based
on protected characteristics). Finally, as the University acknowledges in the registration policy,
student organization can exist regardless of whether the University recognizes them. Thus, if a
student group finds compliance with the Human Rights Policy and the other requirements for
registration to unduly onerous, the group may still operate on campus, albeit without the benefits
that official registration provides.
The Court concludes that the policy is reasonable in light of the intended purpose of the
forum. The University created a forum for like-minded students to engage with one another and
develop their leadership skills with the overall purpose of enhancing students’ educational
experiences. It also clearly wanted to ensure that every student received individual consideration
from the organizations he or she sought to join. Thus, the requirement that student organizations
comply with the Human Rights Policy to receive the benefits of registration is reasonable in light
of the forum’s purpose.
b. Viewpoint neutral
The Court next considers whether the policy is viewpoint neutral. At this juncture, the
Court must address a significant argument raised by the parties that is not accounted for in the
standard analysis. BLinC argues that the University does not consistently apply the Human Rights
Policy. The place of such an argument within forum analysis is an issue Martinez left unresolved.
This question, however, has been addressed by United States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit. In Reed, San Diego State had repeatedly declined to grant official registration to
several Christian student groups because their membership requirements violated San Diego
State’s nondiscrimination policy by requiring officers and members to profess to be Christians.
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648 F.3d at 795–96. The Ninth Circuit largely applied the framework of Martinez. See id. at 797
(noting that Martinez held that “both freedom of speech and freedom of expressive association
challenges are properly analyzed under the limited-public-forum doctrine”). The court determined
the nondiscrimination policy was reasonable in light of the purpose of the forum. Id. at 799. When
evaluating whether the policy was viewpoint neutral, the court addressed the policy both as written
and as applied. Id. at 800–04. In light of evidence that some groups had membership requirements
that appeared to violate the policy, the court reversed the district court’s entry of summary
judgment in favor of the defendants and remanded the case. Id. at 804. In remanding, the court
noted that it was “possible that these groups were approved inadvertently because of administrative
oversight, or that these groups have, despite the language in their applications, agreed to abide by
the nondiscrimination policy.” Id. However, “the record [did] not adequately explain why some
official student groups at San Diego State appear[ed] to have membership requirements that
violat[ed] the school’s nondiscrimination policy.” Id.
The Court considers the analysis in Reed to be instructive here. Accordingly, the Court
will address both the whether the policy is viewpoint neutral as written and as applied. 3

3

The Court’s decision to interpret BLinC’s Free Speech claims as challenges to the Human
Rights Policy both as written and as-applied is bolstered by BLinC’s request in its motion that the
Court enjoin the application of the policy to other similarly situated religious groups. [ECF No. 7
at 3]. In free speech cases arising outside of the context of limited public forums, challenges are
considered either facial or as-applied, which is analogous to the analysis the Court has chosen here.
When determining whether challenges are facial or as-applied, the breadth of the remedy generally
determines the scope of the claims. See John Doe No. 1 v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 194 (2010) (“The
label is not what matters. The important point is that plaintiffs’ claim and the relief that would
follow . . . reach beyond the particular circumstances of these plaintiffs. They must therefore satisfy
our standards for a facial challenge to the extent of that reach.”); Citizens United v. Fed. Election
Comm'n, 558 U.S. 310, 331 (2010) (holding that the distinction between a facial challenge and an
as-applied challenge “goes to the breadth of the remedy employed by the Court, not what must be
pleaded in a complaint”). BLinC’s request for relief beyond itself supports considering the policy
both as written and in its application.
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i. Viewpoint neutral as written
Viewpoint discrimination occurs when “the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or
perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction.” Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829. “A
regulation that serves purposes unrelated to the content [or viewpoint] of expression is deemed
neutral, even if it has an incidental effect on some speakers or messages but not others.” Ward v.
Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781, 791 (1989).
Here, the policy is clearly not aimed at any particular view, ideology, or opinion. The
language is familiar, essentially boilerplate language repeated in similar terms in civil and human
rights codes nationwide, including the Iowa Civil Rights Act and the Iowa City Human Rights
Code. See Iowa Code § 216 et seq.; Iowa City City Code § 2–1 et seq. The Supreme Court has
found that similar codes serve societal interests “unrelated to the suppression of ideas” and are
therefore neutral with respect to content and viewpoint. See Roberts v. U.S. Jaycees, 468 U.S.
609, 623–24 (1984) (holding that a state law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of race, color,
creed, religion, disability, national origin, or sex “does not aim at the suppression of speech [and]
does not distinguish between prohibited and permitted activity on the basis of viewpoint”); Hurley
v. Irish–Am. Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Grp. of Boston, 515 U.S. 557, 572 (1995) (determining that
stating that statute barring discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and other grounds did
not, “on its face, target speech or discriminate on the basis of its content, the focal point of its
prohibition being rather on the act of discriminating against individuals in the provision of publicly
available goods, privileges, and services on the proscribed grounds”).
BLinC also appears to argue that the policy has the effect of burdening religious groups
like itself more than secular groups. It produces the constitutions of other groups and states that
other groups are allowed to organize around beliefs and tenets while it is not.
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The plaintiffs in Martinez and Reed made similar arguments. Both essentially contended
that the nondiscrimination policy and the “all-comers” policies at issue in those cases were not
effectively neutral due to an alleged disparate impact on religious groups. See Martinez, 561 U.S.
at 695; Reed, 648 F.3d at 798. However, a disparate impact does not support a finding that the
policy is not viewpoint neutral as written. See Ward, 491 U.S. at 791. The target of the policy is
not religious views but rather discrimination, and “[e]ven if a regulation has a differential impact
on groups wishing to enforce exclusionary membership policies, ‘[w]here the [State] does not
target conduct on the basis of its expressive content, acts are not shielded from regulation merely
because they express a discriminatory idea or philosophy.’” See Martinez, 561 U.S. at 696
(alteration in original) (quoting R.A.V. v. St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 390 (1992). The Court concludes
the University’s Human Rights Policy is viewpoint neutral as written.
ii. Viewpoint neutral as applied
Finally, BLinC argues the University has not consistently applied the policy and thus the
policy should not be regarded as viewpoint neutral in its application. “A nondiscrimination policy
that is viewpoint neutral on its face may still be unconstitutional if not applied uniformly.” Reed,
648 F.3d at 803; see Christian Legal Soc’y v. Walker, 453 F.3d 853, 866 (7th Cir. 2006).
BLinC points to a letter written by Dean Baker in early 2004 to the Christian Legal Society
(“CLS”) Chapter at the University of Iowa College of Law. [ECF No. 7-3 at 5]. In fall 2003, the
CLS chapter submitted a proposed constitution that did not include the Human Rights Policy. Id.
at 5–7. The group’s application was not approved and in a 2004 letter Dean Baker informed the
group that the decision would be upheld until CLS included the Human Rights Policy in its
constitution, though it may also include a statement of faith explaining its beliefs. Id.
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BLinC argues CLS’s views are similar to its own and, since CLS has been allowed
registered status for many years, the 2004 letter from Dean Baker shows that the University does
not apply its policy even-handedly. BLinC submitted a declaration from the Director of the CLS’s
Center for Law and Religious Freedom, wherein she states that CLS chapter leaders are required
to adhere to limits on conduct much like those in BLinC’s Statement of Faith. Id. at 1. BLinC
also submitted the constitution of the CLS chapter at the University, which includes a statement
of faith and mandates that officers subscribe to the statement. [ECF No. 7-2]. The statement of
faith does not contain any references to the group’s view on sexual conduct or homosexuality.
The CLS incident is not dispositive of this issue, largely because the facts are simply
unclear. The current constitution and bylaws of the CLS chapter does not contain the relevant
statements found in BLinC’s proposed Statement of Faith regarding sexual orientation and gender
identity. Id. at 63. BLinC did not submit the CLS chapter’s statement of faith that the University
eventually approved in 2004. Although the national CLS representative stated that those are the
views of the larger organization, the University is not required to be omniscient. Without facts
showing that the University approved a statement of faith similar to BLinC’s, the Court cannot use
the CLS incident to conclude the University has engaged in selective enforcement. Moreover, the
Court is not blind to the fact that these events occurred approximately fourteen years ago. Views
regarding sexual orientation and gender identity have changed a great deal over the past fourteen
years. Thus, the CLS incident’s probative value with respect to the present dispute is diminished
both by its age and its ambiguity.
What is instructive regarding the CLS events in 2003 and 2004 is that they contradict the
University’s claim at the hearing that it only reviews student organization constitutions when a
complaint has been filed. There is no evidence that CLS’s student organization was the subject of
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any complaint, adding fuel to BLinC’s claim that Christian groups are subject to additional
scrutiny.
Moreover, the constitution of the CLS chapter is not the only one in the current record. As
previously noted, BLinC submits the constitutions of several organizations in an effort to show
that other student organizations like Students for Life, the Korean American Student Association,
and the University of Iowa Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance are permitted to organize
around their missions and beliefs, though it cannot.
Another of these constitutions is that of the Imam Mahdi organization. Id. at 49. Imam
Mahdi is a Muslim registered student organization.

The organization’s constitution lists

qualifications for membership. For full membership in the organization, an individual must be
eighteen years or older and “[b]e Muslim, Shiea, and obtain the recommendation of two
Members.” Id. at 51. “The reason behind the recommendation is to be sure that the person who
desires to join this organization as a full member[] is Muslim, Shiea, who respects the religion
rules, and willing to practice the faith.” Id.
Although not mentioned in its brief, BLinC did call attention to Imam Mahdi’s membership
requirements in its November 2, 2017 letter to Dean Redington. [ECF No. 7-4 at 42]. The Court
broached the subject of Imam Mahdi’s membership requirements at the hearing on BLinC’s
motion. The University does not appear to have taken any action with respect to Imam Mahdi,
despite its clear violation of the University’s Human Rights Policy. At the hearing, Defendants’
only response was that the process is “complaint-driven.” The University’s registration policy and
the established facts of the episode with CLS refute that contention. An organization’s proposed
constitution and bylaws are reviewed with its registration form before an organization is granted
registered status. [ECF No. 7-2 at 5]. As discussed above, CLS’s failure to include the Human
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Rights Policy in its constitution was noted during this review process and CLS’s application for
registration was rejected. [ECF No. 7-3 at 5].
Imam Mahdi’s requirement that only Shiea Muslims are eligible for full membership in its
organization is a requirement based upon at least one protected classification—that of religion.
The record does not indicate why Imam Mahdi has been able to maintain these requirements. The
constitution containing the membership requirements could have been “approved inadvertently
because of administrative oversight,” see Reed, 648 F.3d at 804, or the organization may have been
allowed to operate in this manner for some other reason. Nevertheless, the Court must conclude
on the current record that BLinC has shown that the University does not consistently and equally
apply its Human Rights Policy. This raises an issue regarding whether BLinC’s viewpoint was
the reason it was not allowed to operate with membership requirements that the University had
determined violated the policy, while at the same time Imam Mahdi was not subjected to any
enforcement action. See Walker, 453 F.3d at 866–67 (finding evidence of other groups operating
with member requirements that were violative of nondiscrimination policy established a likelihood
of success on claim that policy had not been applied in viewpoint neutral manner). In light of this
selective enforcement, the Court finds BLinC has established the requisite fair chance of prevailing
on the merits of its claims under the Free Speech Clause. Because BLinC has established the
required likelihood of success on one of its claims, the Court will not address BLinC’s claims
under the Religious Clauses.
B. Irreparable Harm
The second factor of preliminary injunction analysis is irreparable harm. “Failure to show
irreparable harm is an independently sufficient ground upon which to deny a preliminary
injunction.” Watkins Inc. v. Lewis, 346 F.3d 841, 844 (8th Cir. 2003). “It is well established that
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‘[i]rreparable harm occurs when a party has no adequate remedy at law, typically because its
injuries cannot be fully compensated through an award of damages.’” Grasso Enters., LLC v.
Express Scripts, Inc., 809 F.3d 1033, 1040 (8th Cir. 2016) (quoting Gen. Motors Corp. v. Harry
Brown’s LLC, 563 F.3d 312, 319 (8th Cir. 2009)). “To succeed in demonstrating a threat of
irreparable harm,” the movant must show that this type of harm “‘is certain and great and of such
imminence that there is a clear and present need for equitable relief.’” S.J.W. ex rel. Wilson v.
lee’s Summit R-7 Sch. Dist., 696 F.3d 771, 778 (8th Cir. 2012) (Roudachevski v. All-Am. Care
Centers, Inc., 648 F.3d 701, 706 (8th Cir. 2011)).
The harm BLinC alleges includes the loss of its ability to access the benefits of registered
groups and of its ability to exercise its First Amendment freedoms. Some of this harm can be
quantified as damages—for instance, funds BLinC expends that would ordinarily have been
reimbursed through the student activity fund. However, some of the harm BLinC alleges cannot
be calculated so easily, including the loss of exposure at the student activity fairs and through the
University’s website for student organizations to potential members who would not have otherwise
become aware of BLinC.
“The loss of First Amendment freedoms constitutes irreparable injury . . . .” Powell v.
Ryan, 855 F.3d 899, 904 (8th Cir. 2017). Such a loss “for even minimal periods of time,
unquestionably constitutes irreparable injury.” Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373 (1976). Thus,
as the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has noted, “violations of First
Amendment rights are presumed to constitute irreparable injuries.” Walker, 453 F.3d at 867.
Because BLinC will likely suffer a loss of First Amendment freedoms, including its
freedoms of speech and expressive association, the Court concludes BLinC has shown it will be
irreparably harmed absent an injunction.
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C. Balance of Harms and Public Interest
The last two factors the Court must consider are the balance of harms and whether an
injunction would serve the public interest. The balance of harms in this case is a close question.
If the Court did not issue an injunction, BLinC would likely suffer a loss in First Amendment
rights, which is undoubtedly a significant harm as noted above. An injunction may not affect
Defendants inasmuch as it may impact the University community by exposing members of the
student body to discrimination. Nevertheless, the likelihood of this occurring appears slim; BLinC
is a small organization and one of over 500 student organizations. The Court concludes the balance
of harms favors BLinC.
The last factor is whether the issuance of an injunction is in the public interest. “[I]t is
always in the public interest to protect constitutional rights.” Phelps-Roper v. Nixon, 545 F.3d
685, 690 (8th Cir. 2008), overruled on other grounds by Phelps-Roper v. City of Manchester, Mo.,
697 F.3d 678 (8th Cir. 2012). The public interest and the First Amendment favor the expression
of ideas, even those the public and courts may find abhorrent. The Court concludes the public
interest factor favors BLinC.
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IV. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff BLinC’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction, [ECF
No. 7], is GRANTED. The Court orders Defendants to restore BLinC to registered student
organization status for ninety days. Following this ninety-day period, BLinC may seek further
action as necessary, and Defendants may respond by detailing any changes to the enforcement of
its Human Rights Policy to registered student organizations. This injunction shall take immediate
effect. The Court waives the security requirement in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(c).
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 23rd day of January, 2018.
_______________________________
STEPHANIE M. ROSE, JUDGE
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION

BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,

Civil Action No. 17-cv-00080-SMR-SBJ

Plaintiff,
JOINT MOTION TO EXTEND
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, et al.,
Defendants.

On January 23, 2018, this Court entered an order granting the motion for preliminary injunction
filed by Plaintiff Business Leaders in Christ (BLinC) and directing Defendant University of Iowa
to restore BLinC’s status as a University-registered student organization for ninety days or until
April 24, 2018. The Court indicated that BLinC could then “seek further action as necessary” and
that the University could “respond by detailing any changes to the enforcement of its Human
Rights Policy to registered student organizations.”
The University has requested additional time until June 30, 2018, to respond to the Court’s
order and has indicated that it will not take any action to challenge or remove BLinC’s registered
status until that time. BLinC has no objection to extending the University’s time so long as the
Court is able to confirm that the preliminary injunction will extend to at least June 30 and that
Plaintiff will have the continued opportunity to seek a further extension should the preliminary
injunction remain necessary. This is the first time the parties have requested an extension of the
preliminary injunction deadline, and the extension will have no impact on trial ready date of March
4, 2019, or the interim deadlines set forth in the Court’s March 7, 2018 Scheduling and Trial
Setting Order.
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For these reasons, the parties jointly request the Court to grant this motion, extending its
January 23, 2018 preliminary injunction until June 30, 2018.

Respectfully submitted this 17th day of March, 2018.
THOMAS J. MILLER
Attorney General of Iowa

/s/ Eric S. Baxter
Eric S. Baxter (pro hac vice)
Lead Counsel
Daniel H. Blomberg (pro hac vice)
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty
1200 New Hampshire Ave. NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20036
(202) 955-0095 PHONE
(202) 955-0090 FAX
ebaxter@becketlaw.org
dblomberg@becketlaw.org

/s/GEORGE A. CARROLL
George A. Carroll
Assistant Attorney General
Hoover Building, Second Floor
1305 East Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319
PHONE: (515) 281-8583
FAX: (515) 281-7219
E-MAIL: George.carroll@ag.iowa.gov
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS

Matt M. Dummermuth
Hagenow Gustoff & Dummermuth, LLP
600 Oakland Rd. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 849-8390 phone
(888) 689-1995 fax
mdummermuth@whgllp.com
Counsel for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on the date indicated below, I filed the foregoing document with the Clerk of the
Court, using the CM/ECF system, which will automatically send notification and a copy of the
brief to the counsel of record for the parties. I further certify that all parties to this case are
represented by counsel of record who are CM/ECF participants.
Executed this 17th day of March 2018.
/s/ Eric Baxter
Eric S. Baxter
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IOWA
EASTERN DIVISION

BUSINESS LEADERS IN CHRIST,
Civil Action No. 17-cv-00080-SMR-SBJ
Plaintiff,
v.

PLAINTIFF’S RENEWED MOTION
FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, et al.,
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
Defendants.

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65, LR 7, and LR 65, Plaintiff Business Leaders
in Christ (BLinC) moves for a renewed preliminary injunction requiring Defendants to maintain
BLinC’s registered group status. In support of this motion, and as further explained in the
attached memorandum in support, BLinC states the following:
1. Since Spring 2014, BLinC has been a registered student group at the University of Iowa.
2. BLinC is a religious group established for a religious purpose and led by students who
share its faith.
3. For as long as it has been registered at the University, BLinC has welcomed anyone to
join as a member, and has required its leaders to share its Christian faith.
4. The Defendants deregistered BLinC on November 16, 2017.
5. The basis for the derecognition was Defendant’s disagreement with BLinC’s religious
expression and beliefs, and the selection of its religious leaders.
6. BLinC filed its lawsuit on December 11, 2017. Dkt. 1. BLinC also filed a Motion for a
Preliminary Injunction. Dkt. 7-1.
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7. This Court held a hearing regarding the Motion for Preliminary Injunction on January 18,
2018. Dkt. 34.
8. On January 23, 2018, the Court granted BLinC’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction,
ruling that BLinC had established a fair likelihood of success that the University’s selective
enforcement of its Human Rights Policy violated BLinC’s free speech rights. Dkt. 36 at 28. The
Court granted an injunction for a period of ninety days. Id. at 31.
9. On their own initiative, and with Court approval, the parties agreed to extend the ninetyday injunction to June 30, 2018. Dkt. 46.
10. On May 30, at the scheduling hearing before Magistrate Judge Jackson, the University
announced for the first time that it would not agree to extend BLinC’s protection. Dkt. 50..
11. As further highlighted in BLinC’s supporting memorandum, the passage of time and the
evidence produced in still-ongoing discovery or otherwise available to BLinC only further
confirms that the University has selectively enforced its policies and has gone out of its way to
target BLinC.
12. The University punishes BLinC for its leadership policies even while allowing
fraternities and sororities, sports clubs, and dozens of student groups to select both members and
leaders on grounds that are incompatible with the Human Rights Policy.
13. The University’s actions violate BLinC’s clearly established First Amendment rights to
freedom of speech, the free exercise of religion, and the freedom to select its religious leaders
without government interference.
14. In the enclosed supporting memorandum, BLinC has shown that continues to have a
likelihood of success on the merits of these claims.
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15. Absent injunctive relief, BLinC will once again face derecognition and suffer irreparable
harm through the suppression of its constitutional freedoms and the denial of its ability to
participate equally with other student groups at the University.
16. The harms to BLinC’s First Amendment rights outweigh any harms to the Defendants’
interests. Nor do the Defendants have a legitimate governmental interest in regulating the speech,
religious beliefs, or internal religious leadership selection of a private religious student group.
17. Protecting BLinC’s First Amendment rights is in the public interest.
18. BLinC requests the Court to enjoin the Defendants from interfering with BLinC’s status
as a registered student organization for the pendency of this litigation.

WHEREFORE, BLinC requests that this Court enter the following ORDER:
The Court orders Defendants to maintain BLinC’s registered student organization
status during the pendency of this litigation. This injunction shall take immediate
effect. The Court waives the security requirement in Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 65(c).
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Eric S. Baxter
Eric S. Baxter (pro hac vice)
Lead Counsel
Daniel H. Blomberg (pro hac vice)
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty
1200 New Hampshire Ave. NW, Suite 700
Washington, DC, 20036
(202) 955-0095 PHONE
(202) 955-0090 FAX
ebaxter@becketlaw.org
Matt M. Dummermuth
Hagenow Gustoff & Dummermuth LLP
600 Oakland Rd. NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
(319) 849-8390 phone
(888) 689-1995 fax
mdummermuth@whgllp.com
Counsel for Plaintiff
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